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EDITORIAL 

I feel immense pleasure to publish the first issue of ‘RAY: International Journal of 

Multidisciplinary Studies’ on behalf of Chakdaha College, Nadia, West Bengal, 

India. It’s a blind peer reviewed international level Journal to be published biannually 

(April - October). The aims and objectives of the Journal are to publish the valuable 

empirical and experimental studies that have significant contribution towards 

developing theoretical and practical knowledge in multiple disciplines like Physical 

Science, Bio-Science, Social Science, Behavioural Science, Engineering Science, 

Medical Science, Business Studies, Humanities, and Literature etc. 

I avail myself of this opportunity with great pleasure in acknowledging my deepest 

sense of gratitude to all concerned with and related to this endeavour, particularly 

Editorial Board Members, Advisory Board Members and Reviewers who tendered 

their painstaking efforts throughout the period of preparation of this journal.  

No doubt, I am personally indebted to the authors who are contributed their valuable 

contributions to this journal within a short period of time. In the present issue we are 

publishing eight research articles. The paper by Prof. Pritam Pal presented a general 

view of the child labour, causes and their socio economic condition in the Ranaghat 

municipal area. Mr. Md. Mokammel Hossain made a theoretical study on inclusive 

education and the role of teacher. Prof. Sarbajit Paul talks about the role of 

MGNREGA on rural employment generation and development. The study of Prof. 

Mrinmoy Roy is to explore the comparative relationship between procrastination and 

achievement motivation of higher secondary students in different streams of Nadia 

District. Prof. Yogmaya Roy gives a literary presentation on Poetical Beauty of 

‘Śūdraka’s Mṛcchakaṭika’. Prof. Dipankar Das has conducted a review on 

effectiveness of Smart classroom in modern teaching-learning situation. Prof. 

Arindam Debnath has discussed about nationalism of Baal Ganga Dhar Tilak in the 

context of India. Dr. Siddhartha Datta has enriched the journal by contributing his 

article on ‘Pather Panchali’ by which he proves his creativity in Bengali literature. I 

convey my heartiest thanks to all honourable authors.  

It is the maiden effort, on our part, to publish an international level journal within a 

very short period of time. Therefore, a few technical and / or theoretical mistakes 

may creep in to the job which will be take care of and purged of at the time of 

publication of the next issue. I expect that the reader will condone for these errors. 

Hope, the journal will maintain its continuity of publication-schedule in each year. I 

wish its every success in all respect.  

 
Dr. Swagata DasMohanta 

Editor in Chief 
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Structured Abstract:  

Purpose: The problem of child labour is a global phenomenon. This paper 

tries to give due importance on the general view of the child labour, causes 

and their socio economic condition in the Ranaghat municipal area. 

Design/Methodology/Approach: As per the case study purpose 65 child 

labours are selected. Personal interview of the child labours were taken by a 

structured questionnaire and the government data and the secondary data has 

been collected and manipulated where it necessary. 

Findings: The study reveals that the child labours of Ranaghat Municipal area 

are suffering from proper education, treatment, growth and development, 

inadequate leisure, and doing job under unhygienic condition. 

Originality/Value: It is a first time attempt to know about the child labours, 

on the basis of community to community survey, low and high income groups 

and socio economic aspects of child labours at Ranaghat municipal area. 

Key words:  Child labour, Global phenomenon, Population, Education, 

Enrollment. 

Paper Type: Case Study. 

Introduction 

In the Third Millennium of 2011, child labour continues to be a universal problem 

challenging human rights. It is a serious social problem, especially in the Third World 

countries. However, the developed countries too face this problem though to a lesser extent. 

Children are the future citizens of a society. So it is the prime duty of parents to look after 

them, protect them and provide them with good care for their physical and mental 

development. In a welfare state, it is an important duty of the Government to promote 

children's welfare through different schemes and policies so that they are not exposed to 

hazards which may damage their growth and ultimately damage the social, economic and 

political development of the society. 
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There are many vulnerable sections in the society and the vulnerable sections are further 

divided into some most vulnerable segments. One of such segment is constituted by child 

labour. Child labour existed in the past- in the remote past as well. They worked almost in 

every sphere of economic activities- be it in domestic or in the world of work outside. 

Sometimes they worked to supplement family livelihood resources, sometimes for their own 

survival and sometimes for learning. In all cases, the child was directed by force and need. 

The child’s decision was nowhere in the process of initiation into the world of weak. Hence, 

child is a weak agency (Sharma, 1993).  

 

Review of Literature 

Highlights of few past research works on the present topic are being incorporated in this 

section of the work: 

  Giri, V. (1958) opined the concept of Child Labour in two ways in Labour problems 

in India Industry:  

a. Employment of children in gainful occupations with a view to add an income to 

their families. 

b. Purposeful oppression and exploitation of working children leading to                      

deprivation of their legitimate opportunities of growth. 

 

 Weiner (1980) in his book entitled The Child and the State in India‖ expresses his 

view that historically in our country child labour has been seen as an economic 

phenomenon. As per his study the relationship between children and work is dictated 

to a great extent by the state of economic development or the system of production 

prevalent in the country. Another survey conducted by Vemuri and Anand (1998), 

reveals that child labour contributes to over 20 percent in India. 

 Singh.B (1999) in his article The Child Labour Problems and Prospects discussed that 

it is the duty of the State to protect children's right by legislative and other means because 

the needs and requirements of the child is the prime ground norm of this universe. 

 Gangrade K. D (1998) book entitled ―The Child Labour in India Department of 

Social Work expresses his views on Child Labour. Child Labour is a product of such 

factors as customs, traditional attitudes, lack of school or reluctance of parents to send 

their children to school, urbanization, industrialization, migration. 

 Most of the studies on child labour point out that poverty are the-main cause of this 

problem. A report on Socio-economic conditions of labour in India by the Labour 
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Investigation Committee (1946)', a study on child labour by Khandekar and 

Mandakini (1970) a study of working children in urban Delhi by the ICCW (1977) a 

report on child Labour in Indian Industries(1981), and child labour studies by Savithri 

(1985), Parveen Nangia (1987), Singh (1990), Sushila Srivastava and Bhanumathi 

(1990)8, Mir (1991), Ramesh Kanbargi (1991), Nazir Ahamed Shah (1992)11, Geeta 

Lal (1997), Ojha (1997)', and Dinamalar, a Tamil daily (2000)' clearly mention that 

the poor economic condition of parents leads the children to various types of work for 

the family even at their tender age. 

 

In order to protect the interest of the children’s there are certain reports, these are: 

 Report of the National Commission on Labour, 1969 

 Report of the Child Labour in Indian Industries Labour Bureau, 1995 

 Report of the Committee of the State Labour Ministers (Sanat Mehta 

Committee) Government of India, New Delhi, 1984 

 

Location and Selection of the Study Area  

Ranaghat is an urban area of Nadia district. It is situated beside river Churni which is flowing 

at western side of the municipality. The Municipal Area is located at a short distance from 

Krishnagar. The municipal area is surrounded by Hanger Khal, Baska Khal. Hanger Khal is 

flowing by southern to eastern side and Baska Khal is flowing by northern side of ranaghat 

municipal area. The national highway 34, is running through the Ranaghat Municipal area. 

The eastern railway track of India is passing through this municipal area. Ranaghat is eastern 

railway junction station which links with Kolkata/Sealdaha to Krishnagar, Shantipur, Gede 

and Bongaon etc. (see fig.1) 

Objectives of the Study 

By this study we can highlight the economic condition of child labours, why the little 

children are forced to laboring instead of sending to school? Why we see at many child 

labours in Ranaghat Municipal area? This study is on this problem to realize their real 

condition also the aim of the study is to give suggestions to evaluate the nature of child 

labour problem in Ranaghat Municipal area. 

As the scope of earning is became limited for livelihood, the addition of child labour rapidly 

increased to meet the demand of low cost service sector. In this paper it is focused on the 
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nature and causes of child labour in various sectors. How this type of economic activity is 

increased rapidly at Ranaghat; in dealing with the subject, proportion of population category, 

age group and their economic activities, education and school enrollment are the major 

subjects, related to my study. This paper is tries to give due importance on the general view 

of the variations from community to community, low and high income groups and socio 

economic aspects within the Ranaghat urban area. The most important factor in this specific 

low economic standard of the hinter lands and its role to generate child labour in the urban 

locality of Ranaghat is the ideal place or opportunity for the generating of child labour in all 

respects. 

Limitations of the Study 

Some of the difficulties faced in studying the situation of child laboures can be highlighted as 

inadequacy and insufficient of available data. The present data available may not only 

insufficient but also inadequate to providing a more or less accurate description of the 

situation of child laboures in the Ranaghat Municipal area. There were no previous records 

about this child labour scenario in this study area. As a result the generalizations arrived at by 

using the available data may not applicable to all social categories of child laboures families.  

 

Methodology 

During the field survey, also to know about the child labour’s problem of Ranaghat, personal 

interview of child labour were held at various places. Total 130 child labours were found in 

this study time. But for the case study purpose 65 child labour is taken into consideration. 

During the profiled study, different sorts of numeric data and non-numeric data have been 

collected from the different institution. Various data like census and the map of municipality 

area have been collected from various sources. Also various reports of the problem on child 

labour have collected from internet to understand and to know more about this problem on 

respect of other countries. The government data and the secondary data has been collected 

and manipulated where it necessary. 

Data sources 

1. Primary data from the govt. offices. 

2. Dropout data from local and district education department. 

3. Sample survey from local primary schools. 
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4. Collection of reporting from news paper. 

5. Report from local NGOs. 

6. Reports of shops and establishments from local municipality. 

Work Done 

This Paper has done with the following work in connection with this case study  different 

libraries were visited to collect literature required for this study are: 

 Central Library, Krishnagar government college, Krishnanagar nadia 

 National library, Kolkata 

 Basanta smriti pathagar, Chakdaha, Nadia 

 Rishi bankim Chandra pathagar, Naihati 

 Kendriya gronthagar, Krishnagar, Nadia 

 Ranaghat National library, Ranaghat Nadia 

Questionnaire has been prepared for interviewed the child labours working in different 

sectors like hotels, Shops, Garages, Street Vendors, etc.The children who participated in the 

survey are aged between 4 to 14 years of the age. The survey was conducted in and around 

Majestic with the post field study organization, computation, representation and analysis of 

collected data from the field are been calculated and manipulated very carefully. 

Discussion 

The Real Situation about Child Labour in Study Area 

It has been observed in Ranaghat that the practice of child labour is a socio-economic 

problem. It’s created by many appalling realities like poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, low 

wages, ignorance, social prejudices, poor standard of living, back word nests, superstition etc. 

Table no 1 shows us that the different categories or the nature of the child labours in the study 

area: 

 Child Labour in Sweet Shops 

Sweet shops are notorious for profiting from child labour which is tantamount to slavery in 

these study area. These shops also profit from illegal retail activities and use small children in 

the manufacturing process. Children are young as eleven and thirteen toil in these shops for 

hours. They have no fixed working hours. Sometimes they have to work for 10 hours. The 

sweet shops function quietly and illegally as house hold industries making little children toil 
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for long hours with a very low wages. They mainly came from near village like Ramnager, 

Kalitala, Hubibpur, Subhaspally.  

 Child Labour in Tea Shops  

Tea shops are a great notable working place of child. Children as young as ten and element 

toil in these shops for hours. They have to work for about eight hours. They are not paid more 

than 300 to 500 rupees in a month. 

 Child Labour in Motels / Restaurants  

Ranaghat municipal area is a highly populated area. The child labour is a main component at 

many small motels, restaurant and fast food center of this area. These make good profit from 

little children. This study shows that children are as young as twelve to fourteen, toil in these 

sectors. They are suffering from exertion and fatigue. 

 Child Labour as a Hawker 

Hawker is a very common sector of child labours. Here the study shows that the child 

hawkers are seasonal workers some times. Also sometimes they work in this sector as their 

occupation. They sell incense sticks, various foods etc. Their incomes are sometimes more 

than 1500 rupees in a month.  

 Child Labour as Maid Servant 

Study shows that girls as young as eleven to below fourteen work in various houses. They 

work for long hours. But they get very low salary. Some time the house owners give them 

some food, which is not enough for their health. Most of the girls, working in this sector are 

not paid more than 300 to 500 rupees in a month. Most of the cases they work for 2 or 3 

houses. They are coming from very poor families of rural areas; Out of 65 child labours, it 

has been observed that there 10.77% (7female children as maid servant) are working as 

servant in Ranaghat municipal area.  

 Child Labour in Grocery Shops 

 Grocery shops are notorious for profiting from child labours. These shops use small children 

as labour. Children, younger than thirteen years toil in these shops. They have no fined 

working hours. Sometimes they work for more than 12 hours. The little children work for 
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long hours on very low wages. Most of the children in this sector are not paid more than 1000 

rupees in a month.  

 Child Labour in Garments Shops 

The garments shops are also use the little children. They gave them very little wage. The little 

children are not paid more than 700 to 900 rupees in a month. 

 Child Labour in Construction Works 

In construction sector, the little children are used as helper. They get very little salary. Here 

the children are injured very much. 

 Child Labour in Garage As Mechanic 

Garages are notorious for profiting from child labour. Children as age of twelve, thirteen plus 

are working in these sectors. They work very hard. (See table 1). They work a long time with 

a very low wage. As a salary they get only 1200 to 1400 rupees per month. They get a very 

little break for meals. They cannot enjoy in holidays, because they don’t get any leisure time. 

They stay in their working place. They eat in any roadside motel. So their food is not good 

for health. (Plate-1) 

Prevalence Nature of Child Labours 

The total population of Ranaghat Municipal Area according to census of 2011 was 75344 

people living on the area of 7.7259 sq. km. In this year the population density was 9760 per 

sq km. Through analyzing for the various ratios of child labours, It has seen that one child per 

1000 people is working as a child labour at Ranaghat.  

Age Structure  

Table 2 shows us that most of the children are above 13 years old but not more than 16 years. 

This age is most important for any child to growing and in this time they need leisure. Instead 

of their growing they are forced to go for work in various sectors. 

Literacy Status 

 Literacy is one of the most important indicators of economic and social development. Table 

3 shows that out of 65 children 22 children are literate and 43 children are illiterate. It has 

been observed from the survey (Fig. 3) that Child labours are coming from very low income 
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group of family who are generally scheduled caste. Very few of them are from general caste 

category. 

Sex Wise Distribution 

Here the study shows that most of the child labours are male and the number of female child 

labours is less. So, we can say that most of the poor parents are sending their little boys than 

the little girls to laboring. (See table 4) 

Cast Type of Child Labour 

Table 5 shows that the schedule caste population in the study area is more prevalent more 

than 45 percent. This shows that child labour’s most of them are coming from lower 

economic class people who are mainly scheduled caste background. This tendency shows us 

that this region has plent of population from the schedule class background. Nearly 30 

percent children are general castes who are mainly coming from the low income category 

families.  

Working Hours of Child Labour 

Study shows that (table 6) almost 59 (58.46) percent of workers are engaged with 4-8 hours 

of strenuous hard work. More than 29 percent of workers engaged more than eight hours of 

daily work. They did not manage any shorts of holidays. 

Family Economic Background 

The little children are coming from very poor families. (see table 8 )Some child has lost their 

father in very little age. The children’s family economic background is very bad. Above this 

discussion we can realize that most of the families have very low income. (See fig.3) 

Gross Monthly Income 

Table 9 shows that the little children work in various sectors with very low wages. The study 

shows that there are most of children earn 600 to 1000 rupees in a month. Some children earn 

above 1500 rupees in a month. (See fig. 4) 

House Condition 

Home is a basic need of everyone. So it is very important for anyone, but there are variations 

in house types with economic condition. 
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The study on child labour problem in Ranaghat municipal area shows the house conditions of 

the poor children. From this discussion we can understand their condition. 

According to their statement, houses have been classified as kuchcha and pakka in relation to 

the types of material used in the construction of walls and roofs of the houses.(See table 10) 

Health Condition 

Most of times they suffer from malnutrition or unhygienic problems and some diseases like 

cuff cold, fever, fatigue etc. They mostly depend on govt. hospital. Near 30% of the child 

labours use allopathic medicine and 7% of child labours consult homeopathy privately. More 

than 61% of children take medical care from govt. hospital at the time of major diseases or 

accident. 

Causes of Child Labour 

Poverty and over population have been identified as the two main causes of child labour 

problem. There are very low monthly incomes of the parents of poor child labours in 

Ranaghat municipal area. They cannot give the basic needs like food, cloths to their children. 

So they send their children to working sector. 

 Besides Ranaghat town there are various villages, where the people’s 

economic condition is very low. So they send their children at Ranaghat town to earn money. 

As their have the only source of income by agriculture, is not available sufficient. Thus the 

villagers send their little children to working sectors in Ranaghat Municipal Area. 

 Ranaghat municipal are is a density populated area. There are 753644 

populations in Ranaghat municipal area. Tthere is big marketplace in Ranaghat municipal 

area. That also helps to make the child labours. 

  Here a study is done with 65 children, out of whom 25 are coming from very 

poor families, whose monthly income is very low, less than 2000 rupees. Parents sacrifice 

their children’s education for earning more. Parents are forced to send little children into 

hazardous jabs for reasons of survival, even when they know ‘it is wrong’. 

 Illiterate and ignorant parents do not understand the needs of wholesome 

proper physical and emotional development for their child. They are themselves uneducated 

and unexposed, so they can not realize the importance of education for their children. 
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 Some literate parents want to send their children to school, but they cannot 

able to success their wishes. Monetary constrains and the need of food, shelter and clothing 

drives their children in the trap of premature labour. 

 Absence of compulsory education at the primary level, parental ignorance 

regarding the bad effects of child labour, the ineffectiveness of child labour law in terms of 

implementation, non availability and non-accessibility of school and cheap child labour are 

some other factor which encourages the phenomenon of child labour. 

 Cunning rich societies procure the child labour for small sums at exorbitant 

interest rates. 

 Untouchable are denied to access land, forced to working. 

 Rural urban migration is another cause of child labour. In rural areas appalling 

with poverty, low and uncertain wages, uneconomic land holdings and poor facilities for 

education push little children to hard work. 

 Children, who are born out of wedlock, are especially vulnerable to 

exploitation. They are forced to work for survival when there are no relatives to support 

them. Livelihood considerations can also drive a child into the working sector. 

Conclusion 

Child labour is a very complicated development issue, effecting human society all over the 

world. It is a matter of great concern that children are not receiving the education, which is 

important for any children. 

 There are special schools for child labour in Krishnagar; but the child labours 

of Ranaghat do not get the facility of special school. The study shows there are no facility of 

night school for the child labour at surrounding area of Ranaghat. 

 Sometimes the child labours do not get any other provision than drop out. 

Sometimes, the authorities do not concern for the drop out child. They do not try to make 

them returned into educational life. 

 The study shows that sometimes the children work for long hours in 

unhygienic condition. They have no friend at working place. The little children get very low 

wages. 

 The children work very hard, but they get only a small break for meals. That’s 

mean the children are not receiving the leisure, which is most important for the working 

child. 
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 The working children get a little food as the meal, are also frugal and the 

children become ill. The children do not get proper treatment at illness, as they are poor. 

 Parents are not concerning about their children growth and development. They 

just think that their children are an income generating resource. So they depend on their 

children’s income. 

 It has been researched and proved that the brain of a child develops till the age 

of ten, muscles till the age of seventeen and their lungs till the age of fourteen. Hard work 

acts as a hazard for the natural growth and enhancement of these vital organs. It can be 

considered harmful for natural human growth and development. 

Suggestions 

 To save little humans from abuse at a tender age, the government should be 

compelled to provide compulsory primary education to all children up to the age of fourteen 

years. The government should also provide free education to the child labour. There are also 

need special school for child labour in Ranaghat. As well as, there are needs the facilities of 

night school. 

 Children shall be given opportunities and facilities to develop in a health 

manner and in condition of freedom and dignity and against moral and material 

abandonment. 

 The children’s health is an important thing. The government should be careful 

about the children and should be provide free medical checkup. 

 This is urgently required to save children from the murderous, clutches of 

social injustice and educational deprivation. And ensure that they are given opportunities for 

health and normal growth. 

 Projects related with human resource development, dedicated to the child welfare issue, must 

be given top priority by the central and state governments to stop the menace of child labour. 

Child labour laws need to be strictly implemented at the central and state levels. 
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Table 1 

Child Labour in Different Types of Work (on 130 child) 

SERIAL NO. WORK TYPES NO. OF CHILDREN % OF CHILDREN 

1 SWEET SHOP 10 7.69 

2 TEA SHOP 8 6.15 

3 RESTAURANT 20 15.38 

4 HAWKER 16 12.31 

5 MAID SERVANT 14 10.77 

6 GROCERY SHOP 10 7.69 

7 HAND CRAFT 16 12.31 

8 SHOWROOM 6 4.63 

9 CONSTRUCTION 10 7.69 

10 VEGETABLE MARKET 10 7.69 

11 GARAGE 10 7.69 

 

Table 2 

Age Structure (on 65 child labours) 

SERIAL NO. AGE NO. OF WORKER % OF WORKER 

1 <10 5 7.69 

2 10-11 7 10.77 

3 11-12 11 16.92 

4 12-13 14 21.54 

5 >13 28 43.08 

 

Table 3 

Education Scenario of the Child Labours 

 LITERATE ILLITERATE 

NO. OF 

WORKER 

% OF 

WORKER 

NO. OF 

WORKER 

% OF 

WORKER 

SEX WISE 

MALE 14 21.55 36 55.38 

FEMALE 8 12.3 7 10.77 

 CAST WISE 

GENERAL 12 18.46 8 12.3 

S.C. 8 12.3 22 33.85 

OTHER 2 3.09 13 20 

EDUCATION STATUS CAUSE 
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CLASS <III 12 18.46 Didn’t have money for nursery 

level book; illiterate parents made 

them drop out. 

CLASS III-V 6 9.21 

CLASS V-VII 2 3.09 

CLASS >VII 2 3.09 Orphan; born out of wedlock. 

 

Table 4 

Sex Wise Distribution Scenario of Child Labour 

SERIAL NO. SEX TYPE NO. OF WORKER % OF WORKER 

1 MALE 50 76.92 

2 FEMALE 15 23.08 

 

Table 5 

Caste wise distribution 

SERIAL NO. TYPE OF CAST NO. OF WORKER % OF WORKER 

1 GENERAL 20 30.77 

2 S.C. 30 46.15 

3 OTHER 15 23.08 

 

Table 6 

Working Hours of the Child Labours 

SERIAL NO. DURATION OF 

WORK 

NO. OF WORKER % OF WORKER 

1 < 4 HOURS 8 12.31 

2 4-8 HOURS 38 58.46 

3 > 8 HOURS 19 29.23 

 

Table 7 

Home Distance from the Work Place 

SERIAL NO. DISTANCE IN KM. NO. OF WORKER % OF WORKER 

1 < 2 40 61.54 

2 2-4 15 23.08 

3 > 4 10 15.38 
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Table 8 

Economic Background of the Child Labours 

SERIAL NO. FAMILY INCOME NO. OF FAMILY % OF COUNT 

1 < 1500 10 15.38 

2 1500-2500 15 23.08 

3 2500-3500 30 46.15 

4 > 3500 10 15.38 

 

Table 9 

Gross Monthly Income of the Child Labours 

SERIAL NO. MONTHLY INCOME NO. OF WORKER % OF WORKER 

1 < 600 14 21.54 

2 600-1000 25 38.46 

3 1000-1500 11 16.92 

4 > 1500 10 23.08 

 

Table 10 

Building Materials 

SERIAL NO. TYPE OF 

WALL/ROOF 

NO. OF HOUSE % OF HOUSE 

WALL 

1 BAMBOO 18 27.59 

2 MUD 19 29.23 

3 BRICK 28 43.08 

ROOF 

1 METAL 30 46.16 

2 TILES 23 35.38 

3 ASBESTOS 12 18.46 
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Plate 1 

Different Kinds of Child Labours in the Study Area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1:  

Location Map of Study Area 
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Fig.2: Education Scenario of the Child Labours 

 

Fig.3: Family Income Scenario of the Child Labours 
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Fig. 4: 

Monthly Income Scenario of the Child Labour 
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Structured Abstract: 

Purpose: The purpose of the researcher is to review the role of teachers in 

Inclusive Education. 

Design/Methodology/Approach: The study is mainly analytical in nature. 

The secondary information has been collected from various publications, 

reports, monographs, books, journals and newspaper etc. Further internet 

source and websites are also consulted for purpose. 

Findings: The researcher found that teachers play the vital role in Inclusive 

Education. There were no sufficient tanning programme for teachers about 

children’s with special needs. 

Originality/Value: How to make the Inclusive Education programme is more 

effective by the teachers.  

Keyword: Inclusive Education, Teacher. 

Paper Type: Theoretical Research Paper. 

Introduction 

According to Right to Education Act 2009 all child have the right to take education freely 

without any kind of barrier. It is clear that all children are not equal according to their 

potentiality. In some cases few children have some special needs; they are somehow different 

from the normal child and in that cases some extra care is necessary. If we separate some 

child and care them separately then the Childs think that they are some lag and have no 

potentiality to take education and in that cases some psychological stress may appear in those 

students. In that sense in concept of inclusion developed.  So inclusive education means that 

all students attend and are welcomed by their neighbourhood schools in age-appropriate, 

regular classes and are supported to learn, contribute and participate in all aspects of the life 

of the school.  

The Salamanca Statement and Framework for Action on Special Needs Education (1994) 

emerged as a result of deliberations held by more than 300 participants representing 92 

governments and 25 international organizations in June1994. The Statement affirms: “those 
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with special educational needs must have access to regular schools which should 

accommodate them within child cantered pedagogy capable of meeting these needs”. 

India was a signatory to the Salamanca Statement. In this perspective the Human Resource 

Development minister of India Sri Arjun Singh on the 21
st
 March 2005 assured in the Rajya 

Sabha that MHRD has formulated a comprehensive action plan for the Inclusive Education of 

Children and Youth with Disabilities. The government is committed to provide education 

through mainstream schools for children with disabilities in accordance with PWD ACT, 

1995 and all the schools in the country will be made disabled friendly by 2020. 

Review of Related Literature 

Rogan, J. and La Jeunesse, C (1995) conduct their study on ‘Facilitating inclusion: the role of 

learning strategies to support secondary students with special needs’. They found that 

students with learning disabilities can succeed in intermediate English classes when they are 

provided with strategies training. In addition, the inclusion of students with LD did not seem 

to have a negative impact on the students without learning disabilities 

Tralli, R and Colombo, B. (1996) performed their study on ‘The Strategies Intervention 

Model: A Model for Supported Inclusion at Secondary Level’. The main findings are 

successful inclusion of students with mild disabilities was accomplished by giving teachers 

considerable time for planning and administrative support throughout the change process. A 

high level of collaboration between general and special education teachers was needed. The 

process of building an environment that is conductive to inclusion takes considerable time 

and broad base faculty and administrative support and commitment. 

Bhatnagar Nisha and Das Ajay (2013) conducted their study on ‘Attitudes of secondary 

school teachers towards inclusive education in New Delhi, India’. They found that the 

teachers in Delhi had positive attitudes towards the inclusion of students with special needs. 

This study also indicated that the teachers who were more positive about inclusive education 

were male, younger teachers (less than 40 years of age), less experienced (less than 10 years) 

and had postgraduate qualifications. In addition, the teachers who had a contact with a person 

with a disability and those who did not have a focus on disability during their pre- service 

teacher education programmes were more positive towards inclusive education. 
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Objective of the Study 

 To study the meaning of Inclusive Education 

 To study the roles of the teachers in Inclusive Education 

 To study the responsibilities of the teachers in Inclusive Education 

 To study the problems of teachers related to Inclusive education 

Research Questions 

1. What is Inclusive Education? 

2. What are the roles of the teachers in Inclusive Education? 

3. What are the responsibilities of the teachers in Inclusive Education? 

4. What are the problems of teachers related to Inclusive education? 

Methodology 

The study is mainly analytical in nature. The secondary information has been 

collected from various publications, reports, monographs, books, journals and newspaper etc. 

Further internet source and websites are also consulted for purpose. 

Discussion 

1. What is Inclusive Education? 

Inclusive Education is a system that caters for all excluded children who are currently 

not supported to achieve their potential at school. These include children from ethnic 

and linguistic minorities, girls, nomadic and street children, children suffering 

extreme poverty and living in rural areas as well as children with disabilities. 

Inclusive Education will entail the development of schools, teachers and the 

community at large to successfully support all learners in acquiring quality education. 

In other words, instead of treating all learners the same, we must develop a system 

that meets their individual needs. 

“Inclusion is seen as a process of addressing and responding to the diverse needs of 

all children and the youth, through increasing participation in learning, cultures and 

communities, and reducing and eliminating exclusion within and from education. It 

involves changes and modifications to content, approach, structures and strategies, 

with a common vision that covers all children of the appropriate age range and a 
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conviction that it is the responsibility of the regular system to educate all children.” 

UNESCO, 2009 

According to Rogers (1993), inclusion is “the commitment to educate each child to 

the maximum extent appropriate in the school and classroom he or she would 

otherwise attend” (p. 1). 

2. Role and Responsibilities of Teachers in Inclusive Education 

Teachers play the major role in educational system. Modern education is child centred 

and teacher is ‘friend, philosopher and guide’, so teacher plays a curtail role not only 

within classroom, but also outside of classroom. In case of inclusive education 

teacher’s deals with normal students and children with special needs simultaneously. 

So in that case role of teacher is very vital.  

a. Role of Teacher 

According to Policy Guideline on Inclusion in Education the role of teacher is stated 

below. 

 The way teachers teach is of critical importance in any reform designed to improve 

inclusion. Teachers must make sure that each pupil understands the instructions and 

expected working modalities. Similarly, the teacher him/herself must understand the 

pupil’s reaction to what is being taught since teaching only has meaning and 

relevance if the pupil acquires its content. Teachers thus need to be educated in 

alignment with these expectations. 

 Teachers as well as school leaders must be encouraged to discuss learning and 

teaching as well as methods and possibilities for development. They must be given a 

chance to reflect together on their practice, and to influence the methods and 

strategies used in their classes and schools. Teachers must also be familiarized with 

new curricula and trained in addressing student performances. A child-centred 

curriculum is characterized by a move away from rote learning and towards greater 

emphasis on hands-on, experience-based, active and cooperative learning. 

 

 Introducing inclusion as a guiding principle has implications for teachers’ practices 

and attitudes – be it towards girls, slow learners, children with special needs or those 

from diverse backgrounds (cognitive, ethnic and socio-economic). Teachers’ positive 
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attitudes towards inclusion depend strongly on their experience with learners who are 

perceived as ‘challenging’. Teacher education, the availability of support within the 

classroom, class size and overall workload are all factors which influence teachers’ 

attitudes. Negative attitudes of head-teachers, inspectors of education, teachers and 

adults (parents and other family members) are major barriers to inclusion. Thus, 

empowering all of these individuals, equipping them with new confidence and skills 

in the process of introducing inclusion as a guiding principle, will have implications 

for teachers’ attitudes and performances. 

 Teachers need to be trained and ready to assist children, youth and adults in their 

development and learning processes on a daily basis. Flexible teaching-learning 

methodologies necessitate shifting away from long theoretical, pre-service-based 

teacher training to continuous in-service development of teachers. It must be noted 

that all specific knowledge and competence cannot be given to the same individual. 

Several specializations are needed to cooperate with and support ordinary school staff. 

Moreover, national policies must address the status of teachers, their welfare and 

professional development. 

b. In case of inclusive classroom teachers know about 

 Teaching strategies  

 Disability and special needs  

 How children learn  

 What children need to learn  

 Classroom organisation and management  

 Where to get help when necessary  

 Identifying and assessing difficulties  

 Assessing and monitoring children’s learning  

 The legislative and policy context  

c. The key responsibilities of a teacher for inclusive education are as follows: 

 Overseeing the day to day operation of the scheme IEDSS (Inclusive Education of the 

Disabled at Secondary Stage) in particular and inclusive education in general. 

 Coordinating the provision of support services for children with special needs 

 Regular liasioning and seeking advice from fellow special educators in regard to the 

education of child with special needs 
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 Liasioning with other special educators’ of other schools for updating the information 

and knowledge. 

 Keep constant liasioning with different Non-Government organisation working in this 

field for aiding support services for child with special needs? 

 Maintain the database of child with special needs 

 Develop the assessment portfolio of child with special needs 

 Prepare a list of required materials and equipment before the beginning of the session 

 Organize continuous, periodic and regular parent meeting 

 Ensuring that a child with special needs joins in the activities of the school together 

with other pupils. 

Some Problems About Teachers 

Lewis and Sunit Bagree(2013), ‘Teachers for all: Inclusive teaching for children with 

disabilities’ IDDC stated that lack of proper trained teachers for inclusive classroom. Teacher 

training around inclusion (but also in general) needs to offer a balance of theoretical and 

practice-based learning. In relation to inclusive education this means that trainee teachers and 

experienced teachers need to learn about the concept of inclusive education, but then also 

need plenty of opportunities to both observe and implement the theories in practice, ideally 

with support from experienced colleagues or mentors. 

Mitiku Wondwosen, Alemu Yitayal and Mengsitu Semahegn (2014) in their study found that 

teachers didn’t give any additional time for the special needs child. 

Conclusion 

From the above discussion it is clear that teachers play the key role in Inclusive Education. 

They manage all the students within a classroom like as normal students and children’s with 

special needs. Handlings of students with special needs are not easy for those teachers who 

are not trained properly. So in these case teachers tanning programme is an essential task to 

maintain the system in systematic way. The training programme not only in one time but also 

in-service training is essential in regular time interval. Some other problems also arise time to 

time like as teachers care about special needs children, negative attitude towards such 

students, teacher student ratio in a classroom etc.  Handle the problem in friendly discussion 

with those teachers, policymaker and also government. Government also take the 

responsibility to provide financial support to those students as also as institution to overcome 
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the problems. Institution will prepare a well decorated friendly classroom for special needs 

children. 
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Structured Abstract: 

Purpose: To study the role of MGNREGA on rural employment generation 

and development. A comprehensive study on the MGNREGA has been 

planned to carry out in-depth analysis on advantages of the MGNREGA, 

applicability of MGNREGA and challenges before MGNREGA 

implementation. It also proposed to portray the present status of MGNREGA 

in rural areas of India as well as West Bengal in recent years. 

Design/Methodology/Approach: Secondary data have been collected from 

different books, research papers, reports, journals, news papers and online data 

base. The paper is based on descriptive arguments and incorporation of 

various qualitative and quantitative elements, related to MGNREGA activities 

in rural India. Various statistics and charts of the MGNREGA in India have 

been extracted from different published reports and internet. 

Findings: The study reveals that MGNREGA has a positive impact on rural 

employment generation and development. 

Originality/Value: It is a pioneering effort which ensures the socio-economic 

safety for the rural lives. Effective and efficient utilization of MGNREGA can 

bring a radical change in rural life style. 
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Paper Type: Descriptive Study. 

Introduction 

Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) is the most 

comprehensive and effective employment generation process in rural areas since the 

independence. In the year 2005 Indian Government introduced this act and opened up a new 

job horizon for rural people. As per the Act ‘to provide for the enhancement of livelihood 

security of the households in rural areas of the country by providing at least one hundred days 

of guaranteed wage employment in every financial year to every household whose adult 

members volunteer to do unskilled work’ (source: The National Rural Employment 

Guarantee Act, 2005, No. 42 of 2005, 5
th

 September, 2005). Indeed it creates enormous job 
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opportunity all over rural India. This legislation enables a certain job for every poorest 

household in the rural area and ascertains a minimum income for all. MGNREGA not only 

widens the employment opportunity but it seems to be a working tool for poverty alleviation 

in remote India. MGNREGA increases the income and the purchasing power of the member 

works at MGNREG project. After participating into MGNREG programme villagers are in a 

position to satisfy their minimum livelihood need. Pre and post MGNREGA joining status 

comparison of the villagers states that it enhances their socio-economic condition and 

provides a better standard of living. 

Literature Review 

There is no dearth of literature for the understanding of Mahatma Gandhi National Rural 

Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) and also the implementation process of it in rural 

India. We found, there are many empirical as well as theoretical studies in India on different 

districts, blocks and gram panchayets for evaluating the emergence of MGNREGA in a view 

of a poverty alleviation scheme.  

Ahuja, R. U. et.al., (2011) have conducted a study for investigating the impact of 

implementation of  MGNREGA on two districts of the state of Haryana in the year 2010 and 

2011. They have chosen two districts one is agriculturally advanced and the other is 

agriculturally backward. The main objective of their study is to investigate the differences in 

employment status, income, landholding size, herd size and other assets of the households of 

these two districts. They have taken 60 farm families from each district for their survey and 

found a significance difference in the extent of employment under MGNREGA works in both 

the districts. They observed despite a strong employment generation wing, MGNREGA has 

not been able to check the migration from the developed region due to higher wage rates and 

the farmers are less interested to join MGNREGA projects. 

Rengasamy, J. and Kumar, B.S. (2011) studied the state-wise performance  of MGNREGA  

and its impact on various streams of agriculture and rural agriculture wages. Their 

comparative study depicts that the MGNREGA scheme has not only benefited agricultural 

laborers directly but it indirectly increases the Minimum Agricultural Wage Rate 

(MAWR).They have pointed out some improvement strategies like workers empowerment, 

other development programmes connectivity and searching for other possible works. 
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Bishnoi, I. et.al., (2012) have examined the performance of MGNREGA in Khota Mahawa 

village of Babhani block of Sonbhadra district of Uttar Pradesh. They have conducted a 

survey on 100 beneficiaries of MGNREGA scheme both male and female through structured 

interview schedule and found that the respondents are well aware of the every aspect of the 

scheme like registration, job card, hundred days works in a year, having bank account, 

receiving payment from bank etc. At the same time they have realized that delayed in wage 

payment and accessing the bank account is the main problem of the respondents. They have 

another significant observation that the gram pradhan played a very vital role in conveying 

information about the MGNREGA. 

Arora, V. et.al., (2013) aimed to analyze the relevance of MGNREGA project for women 

empowerment. They have surveyed 250 respondents of Rohtak district of Haryana through 

designed semi structure questionnaire in the year 2012. They applied stratified random 

sampling technique for analyzing the data. Their study reveals that through MGNREGA 

participation a significant change has been made in the life of the rural women regarding the 

employment opportunity and income generation. 

Adeppa, D. (2014) has made a study on implementation and impact of MGNREGA in 

Anantapuramu district of Andhra Pradesh. The main objective of the study was to examine 

the impact and implementation of said project on sample beneficiaries and evaluate the 

success and failure. He has taken sample of ninety respondents from three gram panchayets 

through random sampling method. The findings of the study were the number of household 

under the project remains constant during the six years of implementation and the percentage 

of working households never crossed 46.89 percent in the district under study. The study also 

shows that after MGNREGA implementation migration of rural labour has declined and wage 

rate in agricultural and allied sector has been increased but it fails in creation of durable 

assets.  

Xavier, G. and Mari, G. (2014) worked on impact of MGNREGA on socio-economic 

empowerment of women and the various risk associated with the women during the 

MGNREGA working time in Kalakkanmoi panchayet in Sivgangai district of Tamilnadu. 

They have used both primary and secondary data for exploring their study and analyzed the 

data through SPSS statistical package and origin software. The study reveals that inclusion in 

the scheme increases the income and purchasing power of the households and it significantly 
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enhances the financial freedom and social and economical decision making power of the rural 

women. 

Dutta, S. (2015) focused on the accountability of the MGNREGA programmes in the two 

states of India, Andhra Pradesh (AP) and Uttar Pradesh (UP). He argues that most of the 

development programmes have failed due to inefficiency, absenteeism, incompetence and 

corruptions, so MGNREGA, how far is it accountable for the ordinary people and civil 

society? His empirical results indicate that implementation of said programme is to some 

extent well in AP but lagged in UP. 

Objectives of the Study 

The objective of the paper is to make a comprehensive study on the MGNREGA. To fulfill 

this objective we have made an in-depth analysis on need of the MGNREGA, benefits and 

applicability of MGNREGA, challenges before MGNREGA implementation. We have also 

highlighted the present status of MGNREGA in rural areas of India as well as West Bengal in 

recent years. 

Data and Methodology 

Secondary data have been collected from different books, research papers, reports, journals, 

news papers and online data base. The paper is based on descriptive arguments and 

incorporation of various qualitative and quantitative elements, related to MGNREGA 

activities in rural India. Various statistics and charts of the MGNREGA in India have been 

extracted from different published reports and internet. 

Discussion 

Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) 

MGNREGA is a major government initiative in rural India which provides job guarantee to 

the unskilled laborers’. The main objective of MGNREGA is to provide job for every 

household in rural areas of the country for at least 100 days in a financial year with creation 

of assets for the future benefits. This scheme procures non-skilled work for all the adult 

members of any family in rural site of the country. In the year 2005 Indian government 

enacted this legislation for the betterment of the rural lives. MGNREGA enables job for all 
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which resulted in earnings for all and rise in purchasing power of all the families in the rural 

areas.  

The scheme covers 200 districts in its first phase starting from the district Anantapur of the 

state Andhra Pradesh. Next in the year 2007-2008 it includes another 130 districts under the 

scheme and gradually it covers remaining all the rural areas. Present status of MGNREGA in 

all over Rural India has been shown in Table 1 and Table 2 shows the present status of 

MGNREGA in West Bengal. 

Figure 1 shows the comparative picture of Average Person Days per household of the State 

West Bengal and the Nation in MGNREGA Project. Average person days per household of 

West Bengal are lower than National average during the period 2011-2012 to 2015-2016. In 

the financial year 2013-2014 it was highest (i.e. 37) in West Bengal while national average 

was highest (i.e. 46) in both the year 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 during the study period. 

Average persons days per household was lowest (i.e. 23) in West Bengal in the year 2015-

2016, simultaneously it was also lowest (i.e. 33) in national level in the same year. It can be 

conclude that there exists a positive correlation between Average Person Days per household 

of the State West Bengal and the Nation in MGNREGA Project during the study period. 

Figure 2 portrays a Comparative picture of percentage of Women Participation in 

MGNREGA Project both state and national level during the period 2008-2009 to 2015-2016. 

In the year 2015-2016 it was highest in both sate level (i.e. 46.77) and also national level (i.e. 

58.25). Again, it was lowest (i.e. 26.53) in West Bengal in the year 2008-2009 and in national 

level (i.e. 47.73) in the year 2010-2011. Women Participation in MGNREGA gradually 

increases in West Bengal except the year 2011-2012 (i.e. 32.5) during the study period. 

Figure 3 exhibits the work completion rate in MGNREGA Project. In most of the cases work 

completion rate of state exceeds the national rate except the year 2013-2014, 2014-2015 and 

2015-2016. In the last three years national work completion rate gradually exceeds the state 

rates which fall miserably. 

Advantages of MGNREGA  

MGNREGA provides a number of facilities to the poor people of remote rural areas of India 

some of them are summarized below: 

 Jobless unskilled worker provides some job throughout the year in rural areas. 
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 It strengthens the rural economy by increasing buying power of the villagers. 

 MGNREGA ensures the asset creation for future betterment of the households. 

 MGNREGA provides social and financial security for rural India. 

 Developing and maintaining the natural resources the project restores the future 

sustainability. 

 The project increases the dependency on local self government and seeks important 

role performed by the Gram Panchayet. 

Challenges before MGNREGA 

 Recently the project is under pressure due to poor execution and disbursement of 

payment. 

 Migration problem cannot be eradicated totally as there is no assurance that the job 

will be made available throughout the year and at the same time 100 days of work 

cannot fulfill the demand. 

 There is grievance cell but the rural people are not well informed where the needy 

villagers demanded their different wants and there is a gap between demand for job 

and job as per Job cards. 

 Payment procedure seems too complicated to the villagers and delayed payment 

causes the non-participation into the scheme. 

 Lack of connectivity and networking system fails to bring remote rural sector under 

the same umbrella. 

 Local self government should strengthen their capacity and functioning effectively. 

Conclusion 

MGNREGA is the ever largest rural employment generation programmes in India since 

independence. This poverty alleviation initiative not only secures 100 days job and minimum 

earnings for every adult of every household but at the same time it satisfies some other 

important aspects e.g. environment protection and sustainable development, gender equality 

and women empowerment, sustainable asset creation and mitigation of the migration 

problem. MGNREGA has come into the rural life as a ray of light. Participants of 

MGNREGA have been relieved from poverty and hunger. Poor villagers are releasing 

themselves from the high-interest bearing local credit and create some household assets by 

the earnings of the scheme. Above all it is not overstated that the primary objective of the 

proposal i.e. right to job for all and overall rural welfare has been fulfilled and the project 

creates job guarantee and strengthens the rural livelihood security.  
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Table 1 

Present Status of MGNREGA in all over Rural India 

National     

Total No. of Districts 658 

Total No. of Blocks 6,849 

Total No. of GPs 2,50,636 

I Job Card   

Total No. of Job Cards [In Cr] 13.03 

Total No. of Workers [In Cr] 27.41 

(i) SC worker % as of total Workers 19.58 

(ii) ST worker % as of total Workers 15.17 

Total No. of Active Job Cards [In Cr] 6.04 

Total No. of Active Workers [In Cr] 9.29 

(i) SC worker % as of total Workers 21.06 

(ii) ST worker % as of total Workers 16.61 

II Progress 
FY 2015-

2016 

FY 2014-

2015 

FY 2013-

2014 

FY 2012-

2013 

Approved Labour Budget [In Cr] 239.112 220.67 258.57 278.71 

Person days Generated so far [In Cr] 99.6865 166.29 220.34 230.33 

% of Total LB 41.69 75.35 85.21 82.64 

% as per Proportionate LB  70.8 0 0 0 

SC person days % as of total person 

days 
23.73 22.39 22.81 22.21 

ST person days % as of total person 

days 
16.01 17.02 17.53 17.8 

Women Person days out of Total (%)  58.25 54.88 52.82 51.3 

Average days of employment provided 

per Household  
32.55 40.17 45.98 46.19 

(i) Average Person Days for SC House 

Holds 
32.39 39.65 45.29 44.91 

(ii) Average Person Days for ST 

House Holds 
31.82 40.14 48.93 49.97 

Average Wage rate per day per person 

(Rs.) 
146.98 143.91 132.7 121.4 

Total No of HHs completed 100 Days 

of Wage Employment 
6,39,463 24,91,653 46,59,272 51,72,498 
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% payments generated within 15 days  48.26 26.97 50.08 50.08 

Total Households Worked [In Cr] 3.0622 4.14 4.79 4.99 

Total Individuals Worked [In Cr] 4.284 6.22 7.39 7.97 

% of Men Worked 46.41 49.78 52.03 52.93 

% of Women Worked 53.59 50.22 47.97 47.07 

% of SC Worked 23.59 22.25 22.93 22.79 

% of ST Worked 17.7 18.44 17.89 17.93 

% of Disabled Persons Worked 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.57 

III Works   

Number of GPs with NIL exp 45,802 31,978 27,230 25,015 

Total No. of Works Taken up         

(New+ Spill Over) [In Lakhs] 
93.4 98.08 93.52 104.62 

Number of Ongoing Works [In Lakhs] 85.01 71.92 66.1 79.09 

Number of Completed Works [In 

Lakhs] 
8.4 26.15 27.42 25.53 

% of Expenditure on Agriculture & 

Agriculture Allied Works 
67.12 59.8 52.69 56.06 

IV Financial Progress   

Wages [In Cr] 16,638.03 24,202.7 26,538.09 27,153.52 

Material and skilled Wages [In Cr] 5,098.38 9,427.55 9,693.74 10,429.97 

Total Admin Expenditure [In Cr] 1,107.57 2,401.51 1,718.9 1,650.18 

Total Exp [In Cr] 22,843.97 36,031.75 37,950.73 39,233.68 

% Total Exp through efms 94.75 77.41 37.9 13.89 

Liability (Wages) [In Cr] 1,665.32 587.58 479.64 321.86 

Material (%)  23.46 28.03 26.75 27.75 

Admin Exp (%) 4.85 6.66 4.53 4.21 

Average Cost Per Day Per Person (In 

Rs.) 
192.32 206.54 183.48 170.33 

Performance since inception: Person days Generated (In Cr.): 1926.59 Total 

Expenditure (Rs. In Cr.): 302345.67  

Today 5139474 workers are expected on 361253 worksites (as per e-Must Roll)  
 

Source: http://mnregaweb4.nic.in/netnrega/all_lvl_details_dashboard_new.aspx  
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Table 2 

Present Status of MGNREGA in West Bengal 

State : WEST BENGAL     

Total No. of Districts 20 

Total No. of Blocks 341 

Total No. of GPs 3,349 

I Job Card   

Total No. of Job Cards [In Lakhs] 121.96 

Total No. of Workers [In Lakhs] 269.91 

(i) SC worker % as of total Workers 25.79 

(ii) ST worker % as of total Workers 7.68 

Total No. of Active Job Cards [In 

Lakhs] 
74.13 

Total No. of Active Workers [In 

Lakhs] 
116.33 

(i) SC worker % as of total Workers 29.84 

(ii) ST worker % as of total Workers 8.62 

II Progress 
FY 2015-

2016 

FY 2014-

2015 

FY 2013-

2014 

FY 2012-

2013 

Approved Labour Budget [In Lakhs] 2219.72 1882.97 2261.04 1833.22 

Person days Generated so far [In 

Lakhs] 
651.32 1697.08 2296.34 2018.42 

% of Total LB 29.34 90.13 101.56 110.1 

% as per Proportionate LB [Click here 

for Average Performance of levels 

above]  

67.74       

SC person days % as of total person 

days 
35.65 32.45 33.49 32.53 

ST person days % as of total person 

days 
8.98 8.44 9.65 9.96 

Women Person days out of Total (%) 

[Click here for Average Performance 

of levels above] 

46.77 41.36 35.7 33.71 

Average days of employment 

provided per Household [Click here 

for Average Performance of levels 

above]  

22.84 33.14 37.44 34.7 

(i) Average Person Days for SC 23.3 33.66 39.43 35.36 
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House Holds 

(ii) Average Person Days for ST 

House Holds 
22.42 31.2 38.75 36.69 

Total No of HHs completed 100 Days 

of Wage Employment 
13,448 1,58,261 2,80,627 2,53,088 

% payments generated within 15 days 

[Click here for Average Performance 

of levels above] 

43.91 4.2 18.69 25.92 

Total Households Worked [In Lakhs] 28.51 51.2 61.33 58.17 

Total Individuals Worked [In Lakhs] 38.42 73.54 91.69 88.01 

% of Men Worked 56.21 60.6 63.67 64.98 

% of Women Worked 43.79 39.4 36.33 35.02 

% of SC Worked 35.96 33.48 33.55 33.66 

% of ST Worked 9.6 9.44 10.14 10.3 

% of Disabled Persons Worked 0.9 1.08 1.21 1.21 

III Works   

Number of GPs with NIL exp 23 2 1 6 

Total No. of Works Taken up         

(New+ Spill Over) [In Lakhs] 
9.81 7.66 5.79 4.77 

Number of Ongoing Works [In 

Lakhs] 
8.72 6.03 3.97 2.32 

Number of Completed Works 1,09,316 1,63,088 1,82,494 2,45,345 

% of Expenditure on Agriculture & 

Agriculture Allied Works 
64.76 62.25 0 0 

IV Financial Progress    

Wages (Rs. In Lakhs) 1,98,811.25 2,71,511.06 2,49,379.61 2,54,384.39 

Material and skilled Wages (Rs. In 

Lakhs) 
70,007.57 1,08,926.22 1,05,937.01 1,16,588.87 

Total Admin Expenditure (Rs. in 

Lakhs.) 
7,877.76 20,978.54 17,200.62 14,114.16 

Total Exp (Rs. in Lakhs.) 2,76,696.58 4,01,415.82 3,72,517.24 3,85,087.42 

Liability (Wages) (Rs. in Lakhs.) 41,959.29 13,896.87 6,823.35 1,275.6 

Material (%) [Click here for Average 

Performance of levels above]  

26.04 28.63 29.81 31.43 

Admin Exp (%) 2.85 5.23 4.62 3.67 

% of Wage Expenditure through 

EFMS 
99.97 40.74 0.44 0 
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% of Material Expenditure through 

EFMS 
99.9 0.17 0 0 

% of Admin Expenditure through 

EFMS 
99.46 0.03 0 0 

% of Total Expenditure through 

EFMS 
99.94 27.61 0.29 0 

Average Wage rate per day per person 

(Rs.) 
169.9 164.06 147.09 137.26 

Average Cost Per Day Per Person (In 

Rs.) 
226.38 217.12 193.27 201.26 

Source: http://164.100.129.4/netnrega/homestciti.aspx?state_code=32&state_name=WEST%20BENGAL  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

Average Person Days of the State and the Nation in MGNREGA Project 

 
Source: http://164.100.129.6/GRAPH/State_graphs_xml.aspx?source=national 
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Figure 2 

Comparative Bar Chart of Women Participation in MGNREGA Project 

 
Source: http://164.100.129.6/GRAPH/State_graphs_xml.aspx?source=national 

 

 

Figure 3 

Comparative Bar Chart of Works Completion Rate in MGNREGA Project 

 
Source: http://164.100.129.6/GRAPH/State_graphs_xml.aspx?source=national 
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Structured Abstract: 

Purpose: The purpose of the study is to explore the comparative relationship 

between procrastination and achievement motivation of higher secondary 

students in different streams of Nadia District.  

Design/Methodology/Approach: A sample of 480 higher secondary 

students has been selected at random. Procrastination Scale of Higher 

Secondary School Student (PCSHSSS) and Achievement Motivation Scale 

of Higher Secondary School Student (AMSHSSS) have been used to collect 

primary data. A.M., S.D, co-efficient of correlation and t-text have been used 

to analyze the data. 

Findings: Procrastination and achievement motivation have significant 

impact on students of different streams and sex. Inter correlation shows 

Procrastination is negatively and insignificantly correlated with 

Achievement Motivation. 

Originality/Value: The results of the study on Procrastination and 

Achievement Motivation of Higher Secondary students will play a vital role 

in teaching-learning process in Naida district. 
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Introduction 

The problem “Procrastination and Achievement Motivation amongst Higher Secondary 

Students in Nadia District.” aims at investigating whether there exist any relationship 

between Procrastination and Achievement Motivation among the three streams viz. Science, 

Humanities and Commerce in medium of govt. and non-govt. school. The further aims at 

finding out how far the students at the higher secondary student’s level are procrastinated and 

how many students at the higher secondary student’s level is boredom to achievement 

motivation. Also the aim is whether there is a relationship between procrastination and 

achievement motivation. 
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Review Literature 

Indian Studies 

 Hussain and Sutan (2010) in the study of “Analysis of Procrastination among University 

Students”on The total numbers of sample are 500 students and 40 teachers of the Islamia 

University of Bahawalpur, Pakistan. The study concluded that procrastination effects on 

the academic performance of students in terms of classroom learning and participation in 

activities, submission of their assignments, preparing for the examinations and 

achievements. 

 Young (2010) in the study of “Astudy On The Assertiveness And Academic 

Procrastination Of English And Communication Students At Private University In 

Malayasia”on The total numbers of sample are 407 students (majoring in either business 

or engineering) who had already passed English and communication skills.The study 

concluded that- 

a. Business students procrastinated more than engineering students. 

b. Male students procrastinated more than female students. 

c. Older students procrastinated more than younger students.  

 Coover and Murphy (2000) conducted a study that examined the relation between self 

identify and Academic persistence and Achievement in a counter stereotypical domain 

the study related that the higher the self concept and self schema, the more positive the 

self descriptions, the better the achievement Motivation at 18. The study also showed the 

self identify improves through social interaction and communication with others, which 

would enhance achieved. 

 Ncha Acharya and Shobhana Joshi (2009) studied the influence of parents education on 

Achievement Motivation of Adolescences. They considered from areas of Achievement 

Motivation viz. academic, general interest, dramatics and sports. They concluded that 

parents’ educational levels have significant effect on the Achievement Motivation of 

adolescents in the academic areas. Achievement Motivation in academic area was found 

more among adolescents belonging to post graduate and graduate parents as compared to 

intermediate and high school educated patents. 

 J. M Moula (2010) investigated the relationship between Academic Achievement 

Motivation and home environment among standard eight pupils. A significant positive 
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relationship was found between six of the environment factors i.e. father occupation, 

mother occupation, father education, mother education, family size, learning facility at 

home and Academic Achievement Motivation parental encouragement was the only 

factor that was not significantly related to Academic Achievement Motivation. It was 

recommended that parents need to aware of the importance of their role in their children 

Academic Achievement Motivation. So that they can provide the necessary facilitations at 

home. 

 Objectives of the Study 

The tentative objective to examine whether the higher secondary school students relation 

between procrastination, boredom proneness and achievement motivation gender wise and 

school medium wise in Nadia District of West Bengal. The main objectives of the study are: 

1. To see whether there is difference in procrastination amongst boys and girls. 

2. To see whether there is difference in procrastination amongst govt. and non-govt. school. 

3. To see whether there is difference in procrastination amongst science, humanities, 

commerce. 

4. To see whether there is difference in achievement motivation amongst boys and girls. 

5. To see whether there is difference in achievement motivation amongst govt. and non-

govt. school. 

6. To see whether there is difference in achievement motivation amongst science, 

humanities, commerce. 

7. To see whether there is a relationship between procrastination, achievement motivation. 

Hypothesis 

The following null hypothesis were framed for the study− 

Ho1- There is no significant difference between boys and girls in procrastination. 

Ho2- There is no significant difference between students of govt. and non-govt. schools in 

procrastination. 

Ho3- There is no significant difference between students of science, humanities, commerce in 

procrastination. 

Ho4- There is no significant difference between boys and girls in achievement motivation. 
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Ho5- There is no significant difference between students of govt. and non-govt. schools in 

achievement motivation. 

Ho6- There is no significant difference between students of science,   humanities, commerce 

in achievement motivation. 

Ho7- There is no significant relationship between science, humanities, commerce in 

procrastination and achievement motivation. 

Limitation of the Study 

Though utmost case was taken to eliminate as many short comings as possible, yet at the end 

it was realized that this study has some distinct limitations in it.  

1. Firstly, due to paucity of time the researcher had to select from other district within West 

Bengal. 

2. Secondly, caste wise difference could not covered due to time between variables. 

3. Thirdly, the reliability of Procrastination Scale has not been checked due to shortage time. 

Through conducting reliability and validity this study can be conducted further in future. 

Methodology 

Survey research method was used for the present study. 

 Sample Selection 

The sample comprised of 480 higher secondary students of different medium school 

affiliated by WBCHSE. 280 students each (comprising of 120 male and 120 female students) 

were chosen from Science, Humanities and Commerce. The schools chosen for the present 

study had students of English and Bengali medium of instruction with students speaking 

different Indian languages. Hence, the standardized test used is in English translated to 

Bengali.  The test which is self constructed in Bengali language has been used for better 

understanding of the items in the test. 

 Tools Used 

The study employs two tools:  

I. Procrastination Scale of Higher Secondary School Student (PCSHSSS) consisting of 

70 items developed by the researcher. 
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II. Achievement Motivation Scale of Higher Secondary School Student (AMSHSSS) 

consisting of 40 items constructed and translated by the researcher based on Dr. 

Beena Shah (Education Faculty, Garhwal University, Srinagar (Garhwal). 

Procrastination Scale of Higher Secondary School Student (PCSHSSS):  

The Procrastination scale is designed to measure the level of the procrastinate in task. 

Procrastination scale was constructed by the researcher. It was 70 items instrument designed 

to me measure the prevalence and reasons for procrastination while selecting the items of the 

scale. The scale is self administering. Items were classified as positive and negative 

statements. Appropriate key were developed by giving a score 1, 2, 3, 4 favourable 

statements and 4, 3, 2, 1 unfavourable statements respectively. Each item of the scale is 

provided with four alternative responses. The weight ranged from 1(Strongly Agree) to 

4(Strongly Disagree) for favourable or positive items. In case of the unfavourable or negative 

items range of weight is reversed that is from 4(Strongly Agree) to 1(Strongly Disagree). 

Achievement Motivation Scale of Higher Secondary School Student (AMSHSSS): 

The Achievement Motivation Scale for higher secondary students which is designed and 

translated (English to Bengali) to measure the level of academic success of life. Achievement 

Motivation scale for higher students which was constructed and translated by the researcher 

mainly constructed Dr. Beena Shah (Education Faculty, Garhwal University, Srinagar 

(Garhwal). Though there is no time, however, it takes approximately 15 minutes to complete 

it. This achievement motivation scale is a three point scale. Each statement is followed by 

three alternative responses. The alternatives are arranged in order of one’s inclination towards 

achievement in the areas− academic, vocation, social context and skills. The weight ranged 1, 

2 and 3 are respectively awarded for alternatives (a), (b) and (c) respectively of any 

responses. Thus, the scale value lies between 40 and 120.  

Results and Discussion 

For the convenience of interpretation of data and discussion, the findings are presented in 

different tables. Some abbreviations have been used for this purpose and they are –PC 

(Procrastination), AM (Achievement Motivation), Govt. School (Government School, Non-

Govt. School (Non-Government School), Mn (mean), SD (standard deviation), N (Total 

number of cases), df (Degrees of freedom), M (Male), F (Female). 
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Determination of the Significant Difference the Mean Score, Standard Deviation Scores of 

Between Boys and Girls Students in Procrastination.  

Ho1: There is no significant difference between Boys and Girls in Procrastination. 

Table 1, It is found that in procrastination the boys group is procrastinate more than the girls 

group.  

In case of procrastination, with respect to t–value, it is found that the table value 2.59 is 

significant at 0.01 level. Hence the hypothesis is rejected. So, it can be interpreted that there 

is a significant difference between boys and girls students. 

Determination of the Difference the Mean Score, Standard Deviation Scores of Between 

Govt. school and Non-Govt. School in Procrastination.  

In order to find out the difference in the mean, standard deviation and t-test of between Govt. 

school and Non-Govt. school under affiliation WBCHSE in procrastination. The t-values of 

between Govt. school and Non-Govt. school have been shown in the Table 2 

Ho2: There is no significant difference between students of Govt. and Non-Govt. schools 

in Procrastination. 

From Table 2 it is found that in procrastination the Govt. school students is procrastinate 

more than the Non-Govt. school students.  

In case of procrastination, with respect to t-value, it is found that the table value 1.65 is 

significant at 0.05 level. Hence the hypothesis is accepted. So, it can be interpreted that there 

is an insignificant difference between Govt. school and Non-Govt. school students. 

Determination of the Difference the Mean Score, Standard Deviation Scores of between 

students of Science, Humanities, Commerce in Procrastination.  

In order to find out the difference in the mean, standard deviation and t-test of between 

students of Science, Humanities and Commerce in procrastination. The t-values of between 

students of Science, Humanities and Commerce have been shown in the Table 3. 

Ho3: There is no significant difference between students of Science, Humanities, Commerce 

in Procrastination. 

Table 3 shows that in procrastination science girls students are procrastinate more than the 

science boys students.  
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In case of procrastination, with respect to t–value, it is found that the table value 2.61 is 

significant at 0.01level. Hence the hypothesis is rejected. So, it can be interpreted that there is 

a significant difference between boys and girls students. 

In order to find out the difference in the mean, standard deviation and t-test of Humanities 

students in procrastination. The t-values of Humanities students have been shown in the 

Table 4.  

Table 4 displays that in procrastination humanities boys students are procrastinate more than 

the humanities girls’ students.  

In case of procrastination, with respect to t–value, it is found that the table value 2.61 is 

significant at 0.01 level. Hence the hypothesis is rejected. So, it can be interpreted that there 

is a significant difference between boys and girls students 

In order to find out the difference in the mean, standard deviation and t-test of Commerce 

students in procrastination. The t-values of Commerce students have been shown in the Table 

5.  

Table 5 portrays that in procrastination commerce boys students are procrastinate more than 

the commerce girls students.  

In case of procrastination, with respect to t–value, it is found that the table value 2.52 is 

insignificant at 0.01level. Hence the hypothesis is accepted. So, it can be interpreted that 

there is an insignificant difference between boys and girls students. 

Determination of the Difference Mean Score, Standard Deviation Scores students of Boys 

and Girls in Achievement Motivation. 

In order to find out the difference in the mean, standard deviation and t-test of boys and girls 

students in Achievement Motivation. The t-values of boys and girls have been shown in the 

Table 6.  

Ho4: There is no significant difference between Boys and Girls in Achievement 

Motivation.  

Table 6 found that in achievement motivation girls group is achievement motivated more 

than the boys group.  
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In case of achievement motivation, with respect to t –value, it is found that the table value 

2.59 is significant at 0.01 level. Hence the hypothesis is rejected. So, it can be interpreted that 

there is a significant difference between boys and girls students. 

Determination of the Difference Mean Score, Standard Deviation Scores students Govt. and 

Non-Govt. schools in Achievement Motivation. 

In order to find out the difference in the mean, standard deviation and t-test of between govt. 

school and non-govt. school in Achievement Motivation. The t-values of boys and girls have 

been shown in the Table 7. 

Ho5: There is no significant difference between students of Govt. and Non-Govt. schools in 

Achievement Motivation. 

From Table 7 it is found that in achievement motivation Non-Govt. school students is 

achievement motivated more than the Govt. school students.  

In case of achievement motivation, with respect to t–value, it is found that the table value 

1.65 is insignificant at 0.05 level. Hence the hypothesis is accepted. So, it can be interpreted 

that there is an insignificant difference between Govt. school and Non-Govt. school students. 

Determination of difference Mean Score, Standard Deviation Scores students Science, 

Humanities and Commerce in Achievement Motivation.  

In order to find out the difference in the mean, standard deviation and t-test of between 

students of Science, Humanities and Commerce in procrastination. The t-values of between 

students of Science, Humanities and Commerce have been shown in the Table 8. 

Ho6: There is no significant difference between students of Science, Humanities, 

Commerce in Achievement Motivation. 

Table 8 found that in achievement motivation science boys students are achievement 

motivated more than the science girls students.  

In case of procrastination, with respect to t–value, it is found that the table value 2.61 is 

insignificant at 0.01 level. Hence the hypothesis is accepted. So, it can be interpreted that 

there is an insignificant difference between boys and girls students. 
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In order to find out the difference in the mean, standard deviation and t-test of Humanities 

students in procrastination. The t-values of Humanities students have been shown in the 

Table 9. 

Table 9 depicts that in achievement motivation humanities girls students are achievement 

motivated than the humanities boy’s students. 

In case of achievement motivation, with respect to t –value, it is found that the table value 

2.61 is significant at 0.01level. Hence the hypothesis is rejected. So, it can be interpreted that 

there is a significant difference between boys and girls students. 

In order to find out the difference in the mean, standard deviation and t-test of Humanities 

students in procrastination. The t-values of Humanities students have been shown in the   

Table 10. 

Table 10 shows that in achievement motivation commerce girls students are achievement 

motivated than the commerce boys students. So, commerce girls students are more motivated. 

In case of achievement motivation, with respect to t–value, it is found that the table value 

2.61 is significant at 0.01 level. Hence the hypothesis is rejected. So, it can be interpreted that 

there is a significant difference between boys and girls students. 

Determination of Mean Score, Standard Deviation Scores relation between Science, 

Humanities and Commerce in Procrastination and Achievement Motivation.  

In order to find out the relation in the mean, standard deviation and t-test of between Science, 

Humanities and Commerce in procrastination and Achievement motivation. The t-values of 

between students of Science, Humanities and Commerce have been shown in the Tables 11. 

Ho7: There is no significant relationship between Science,   Humanities, Commerce in 

Procrastination and Achievement Motivation. 

From the above table it is found that Science Group of mean is 162.92 and Standard 

Deviation is 20.41. In case of Humanities group of mean is 156.26 and Standard Deviation is 

21.69 and Commerce group of mean is 155.35 and Standard Deviation is 22.67 in 

Procrastination. 
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From the above table it is found that Science Group of mean is 87.15 and Standard Deviation 

is 13.93. In case of Humanities group of mean is 91.11 and Standard Deviation is 12.15 and 

Commerce group of mean is 90.78 and Standard Deviation is 11.30 in Achievement 

Motivation. 

The correlation of Procrastination, Boredom Proneness and Achievement Motivation: 

Variables Achievement Motivation 

Procrastination -0.53 

[*means 0.05 level            **means 0.01 level] 

From the above table between procrastination and Achievement Motivation score is -0.53. 

So, it is a negative correlation. 

From the above table between Achievement Motivation and procrastination score is -0.53. 

So, it is a negative correlation.  

Inter correlation shows Procrastination is negatively and insignificantly correlated with 

Achievement Motivation at 0.05 level. 

 Analysis: 

Analysis was done in three parts:  

 In the first part; Mean, SD of all the scores i.e. Procrastination and Achievement 

Motivation were computed for all subgroups specially school medium wise, sex wise and 

stream wise groups of the sample. 

 In the second part; ‘t’- test was done to see if there was significant difference in 

Procrastination and Achievement Motivation due to gender and school medium and 

subject stream wise of the study. 

 In the third part; the co-efficient of correlation of Total Procrastination and Total 

Achievement Motivation have been worked out. 

Conclusion: 

a. Procrastination of boys group is more than the girls group.  

b. Procrastination of the Govt. school students are more than the Non-Govt. school students.  

c. Procrastination of Science girls students are more than the Science boy’s students. 
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d. Procrastination of Humanities boys students are more than the Humanities girl’s students. 

e. Procrastination of Commerce boys students are more than the Commerce girl’s students. 

f. Achievement Motivation of Girls group is more than the Boys group. 

g. Achievement Motivation of Non-Govt. school students is more than the Govt. school 

students. 

h. Achievement Motivation of Science Boys students are more than the Science Girls 

students. 

i. Achievement Motivation Humanities Girls students are more than the Humanities Boys 

students. 

j. Achievement Motivation Commerce Girls students are more than the Commerce Boys 

students. 

k. Inter correlation shows Procrastination is negatively and insignificantly correlated with 

Achievement Motivation. 
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Structured Abstract: 

Purpose: Classical Sanskrit literature is full of aesthetic enjoyment. The 

creation of Śūdraka, Mṛcchakaṭika is regarded as a ḍṛśyakāvya (prakaraṇa) in 

Aliṃkāraśātra is also full of aesthetic enjoyment. Going through this 

prakaraṇa, Mṛcchakaṭika, we may get the various kind of information about 

the system of administration, religion, philosophy of life, education; 

economical activities etc. which bear the morality of our life. So the 

Mṛcchakaṭika is an exceptional creation of Sanskrit literature. For that the 

poetical beauties of this drama become very attractive to the connoisseurs. 

Methodology: Some data, study materials are collected from various kind of 

books, journals, and also internet website besides studying for presenting the 

paper. Considering of these aspects constitute this methodology.  

Findings: Mṛcchakaṭika is the amalgamation of poet’s imaginary power and 

materialistic thought. The poet presented it as a kāvya with full of beauty to 

the connoisseurs. The presence of beauty is in his talent of writing poetry, 

style of writing, sense about society and the description of various characters.  

Analysing   alaṃkāra, chanda ,rīti, guṇa, rasa etc. in the description of 

Mṛcchakaṭika, it may be said that it is a successful aesthetical poetry.  

Value: The poet composed this drama with pleasant of his mind. It may be 

understood that the poet is a real worshiper of beauty. Mṛcchakaṭika also 

departs from traditions enumerated in the Nāṭyaśāstra that specify that dramas 

should focus on the lives of nobility. 

Key words:  Mṛcchakaṭika, prakaraṇa, soundarya, alṃkāra, beauty. 

Paper Type: Theoretical Research Paper. 

Introduction  

Every poet is the worshiper of the Beauty. They express their cordial beauty through their 

poetic description. Their power of imagination is great in the context of the sense of beauty. 

The description of beauty may be in various ways. The excellence of beauty has been 

expressed from vyanjanā. At first Vāmana quoted the word beauty i.e. soundarya, and said— 

                ‘का यं ा यमलंकारात’्, ‘सौ दयमलंकारः’1(Kā Sū  1.2.1) 
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The ‘Beauty’ can be enjoyed. It can be also described. But it is impossible to give the proper 

definition of beauty. There is also no place in the universe without ‘beauty’. That’s why it 

can be tasted, but it cannot be plundered.  

Only the connoisseur can feel the real taste of beauty. The things of beauty can be presented 

in various ways to the men. For that a man must be needed an artistic eye to feel the beauty. 

It may be said in the language of Kaviguru Rabindranath Tagore – 

             ‘‘āmāri cetanār range pānnā holo sabuj 

                            cuni uthala rāngā haye 

                āmi chokh mellum ākāśe jwale uthlo ālo 

                              pūbe paśchime------’’
2
 

The western poet P.B. Shelley said about the poetic beauty—‘‘Poetry turns all things to 

loveliness; it exalts the beauty of that which is most beautiful and it adds beauty to that which 

is most deformed…’’
3
 

  — kāvya turns the beauty to all things. These examples have reconciled with Śudraka’s 

Mṛcchakaṭika’. 

Among the Sanskrit rhetoricians, Vāmana first accomplished the drama as the greatest 

creation of poetry. That’s why the drama compares with the picture—                                                                 

‘स दभष ुदश पकं ेयः त च  ं च पटवत’्
4
         .(Kā Sū  1.3.30) ׀ 

The poet creates the beauty in the sentence which makes poetry to a sentence and this is the 

difference between general sentence and the sentence which is used by the poet. According 

to Bhāmaha a beautiful face of a girl doesn’t look pleasant without ornaments, that’s like the 

beauty of kāvya does not express properly without alṃkāra— 

                  ‘‘ पका दरलंकार त या यैवहु वो दतः׀ 

                    न का तम प नभूषं वभा त व णतामुखम’्’ ׀׀  

Later, alṃkāra became important in the kāvya. Many rhetoricians said that guṇa, riti, dhvani, 

rasa is the integral part of beauty. Mammata said—            

 

                   ‘‘उपकुवि ततंस तंये ग वारेणजातु चत्׀ 
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                       हारा दवदलंकारा तेनु ासोऽपमादयः’’ ׀׀ 

Being the adversary of the rasa, the sentence with alṃkāra cannot be said the kāvya, in the 

language of Viśvanātha—‘रस यप रप थी वा नालकंारः हे लका’. The excellence of rasa is the 

general indication of alṃkāra. This is first uttered by Ᾱnandavardhana— 

                 ‘‘रस ततयाय यव धःश य योभवेत्׀ 

                   अपथृ य न नव यःसोऽलंकार वनॊमतः’’׀׀ 

The beauty of kāvya is raised by using of varieties of rectories. Much rhetoric has been 

placed in this prakaraṇa which makes beautiful to this kāvya such as upamā, utprekṣa, 

rūpaka, nidarśanā etc.The cheerfulness of poet’s mind is expressed by dangling of metre and 

which please our mind that is metre.  

At the time of accent the dangling of latter (laghu guru) reveals the thinking of poet and in 

the other hand, it helps to the joyous feelings to the connoisseurs.  

Ᾱcārya  Bharata said about universal connection between the words and metres. He also said 

that the drama can be expressed by this connection— 

              ‘‘नानावॄ त व न प नं दमूलंतुत मॄतम  ׀्

                छ दोह नॊन दोऽि तन छ दःश दविजतः׀ 

               त मा तुभयेसंयु तेना यो योतके मतेृ’’// (Nā Śa-15/41.42)  

The beauty of kāvya is raised by using of varieties of alṃkāra. Many rhetoric’s havebeen 

placed in thekavya,which makes beautiful to this kāvya such as upamā, utprekṣa, rūpaka, 

nidarśanā etc. The cheerfulness of poet’s mind is expressed by dangling of metre and which 

please our mind that is metre. 

The poet shows the pictures through Mṛcchakaṭika which are too beautiful. It seems that he 

paints the pictures one by one with his pen in this prakaraṇa.  

Review of literature:  

Some early researchers are highlighted to search the aesthetical beauty of Indian literature to 

present this paper: 
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 Kumar (1980), in his article ‘Aesthetics and Sanskrit literature’, explained that Sanskrit 

literature is full of aesthetic enjoyment. According to him rasa guṇa riti alaṃkāra, 

dhvani  etc. are the main source of aesthetical beauty.  

  In this book, Pandit (2008) has described beauty as a sense of a man. Beauty is a perfect 

coordination, a perfect proportion of everything that is involved.  

 Goswami & Chattapadhyay (2005), Technical terms in Sanskrit literary criticism and 

aesthetics- in this project, they have taken into account all definitions(various Sanskrit 

literary terms) and explanations available and referred to what seem to them the best one.  

 In his article, titled ‘Mṛcchakaṭika of Śūdraka (A Critical & Cultural Study)’ Sharma 

(2005) conducted a comparative analysis taking into account the critical study of Dr. 

G.V. Devasthali and introduction to Mṛcchakṭika by M. R.Kale. The critical study also 

encompasses a brief portrait of the dramatist Śūdraka. The cultural study gives a brief 

description of philosophical flora, fauna and other aspects of the play. 

There are so many research works have been developed on Indian aesthetics. This paper is 

also to be presented by searching the poetical beauty of Mṛcchakaṭika in this regards. 

Object of the study 

In fact this world is filled with everything. Our Sanskrit literature also fills with 

multicoloured gems. There is no subject, which is not described in Sanskrit literature. In 

Agnipurāṇa the rhetoricians said-                                 

                      ‘‘अपारे का यसंसारे क वरेव जाप त ׀ 

                        यथा म ैरोचते व व ंतथेदं प रवतते’’ ׀׀ 

Thus, Śūdraka drew the beauty of his mind in his subtle craftsmanship through the creation 

of this prakaraṇa, Mṛcchakaṭika.  

It may feel the balance of poetic work through the language. The creed of unconscious and 

conscious, sometimes conscious and unconscious reveals in this creation of poet. Therefore 

the dhvanikāra Ᾱnandavardhana said about the poet— 

               ‘‘भावानचेतनान पचेतनव चेतना चेतनवत्׀ 

                 भावय तयथे टंसुक वःका ये वत तया’’5׀ 
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The poet, Śūdraka showed the pictures through Mṛcchakaṭika which are too beautiful. If 

seems that he painted the pictures one by one with his pen in this prakaraṇa. The beauty of 

kāvya is raised by using of varieties of alṃkāra. Much rhetoric has been placed in this 

prakaraṇawhich makes beautiful to this kāvya such as upamā, utprekṣa, rūpaka, nidarśanā 

etc. The cheerfulness of poet’s mind is expressed by dangling of metre and which please our 

mind that is metre.  

In the technique of Mṛcchakaṭika we may see that Śūdraka is successful to make a balance of 

feeling with the help of language. The poet showed his great craftsmanship in the title of 

prakaraṇa,Mṛcchakaṭika. The word mṛtmeans soil and the word śakaṭikā means small car. 

The prakaraṇa is written about an earthen small car and it is a poetic beauty in the prakaraṇa 

and it shows the deepest meaning which will reveal in the act 6
th

 of this prakaraṇa. 

The poverty has revealed in this prakaraṇa. This poverty has stolen all the wealth the hero 

Cārudatta. He has accepted the beauty of poverty. This exceptional flow of beauty is truly 

indescribable. The subject matter is about the love story of Gaṇikā Vasantasenā and the 

Brahman Cārudatta. It may be observed the poetic beauty of Śudraka’s creation is unique. In 

the act 5
th

, the description of Vasantasenā is really beautifull— 

                    ‘‘अप ा ीरेसषा हरणमनडगा यल लतम्׀ 

                      कुल ीणांशॊकोमदनवरवृ यकुसुमम׀्׀ 

                    सल लगं छ तीर तसमयल जा ण यनी׀ 

                    र त ेरं गे यपा थकसाथरनुगता’’׀׀ (Mṛ k 5.12)   

The poet described about the rainy season in conversation way among the characters which is 

astonished to all. At the very beginning of the act –v, the hero, Cārudatta compared to the 

rainy season with mythical character in his dialogue, and it is really beautiful. Cārudatta 

described to rain drop as the tears of sky in digester of the moon—

‘‘पति तच यसना वमु ता दवो ु गाराइववा रधाराः’’ (Mṛ K 5.44)׀ 

The poet described about a moony night in subtle artistic way. The hero Cārudatta took bath 

in shining moon. The description of the rājpath was glowing with the shining moon that was 

very beautiful— 
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                  ‘‘उदय त हसशा कःका मनीग ड-पा डुः 

                    ह-गण-प रवारोराज-माग- द पः׀ 

                   त मर- नकर-म येर मयोय यगोराः 

                   ुतजलइवप के ीरधाराः’’   ׀(Mṛ K 1.57 ) 

The scenery of the hottest day of the summer season is very beautiful— 

               ‘‘छयासु तमु तश पकवलं न ायतेगोकुल ं

                  तॄ णात च नपीयतेवनमॄगै णंपय सारसम  ׀्

                 स तपद तशि कतैननगर माग नरैःसे यते 

                त तांभू ममपा यच वहणंम ये व च संि थतम’्’׀׀(Mṛ K 8.11). Thus the poet 

expressed his power of imagination to draw the natural beauty. 

Discussion 

It can be said that a poet can create his imaginative world as his desire. So his creation is 

fully independent and full of joy and happiness. Hence, from the view point of aesthetic 

enjoyment a poet may be regarded greater than the Supreme Creator. The great rhetorician 

Mammaṭa said— 

                 ‘‘ नय तकॄत नयमर हता ं लादैकमयीमन यपरत म्׀ 

                   नवरस चरा ं न म तमादधती भारती कवेजय त’’ 6׀׀
 

Aesthetic experience evidently involves participation of two parties. On the one side, there is 

the artist who creates art objects by the application of his imagination and skill. On the other 

side, the connoisseur appreciates it. On his part also a certain amount of sympathy and 

sensitivity is an essential prerequisite for the right type of appreciation to trigger off the 

aesthetic experience proper. 

Literature is the mirror of society. The rhetorician said to this drama as an imitation of public 

activities which is the part of the system of society. The prakaraṇa, Mṛcchakaṭika is a social 

kāvya. The men concerning of higher or lower sphere are much given importance in this 

play. The poet presented the general ideals in very technical way that we may know from 
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Mṛcchakaṭika. The reality is the truth and the truth is beauty. This real truth is reflected in 

Mṛcchakaṭika. The western poet, John Keats also expressed—‘‘Beauty is Truth; Truth 

Beauty’’
7
. So, there are so many poetical beauties in the drama, Mṛcchakaṭika. 

Conclusion 

Beauty is mainly a positive feeling of a man. Being satisfy with literature, the connoisseur 

felt integrated or tagged with it. Then he becomes appreciative to the sentiment (rasa) sprung 

within the literature and simultaneously he feels the extreme joy which can be stated as 

Brahmāsvādasahodara (the realisation of the supreme power that is Brahma). The sense of 

beauty is expressed from it. Thus the poetic mind was flying with its colourful wings, far and 

far away to collect the beauty. Sometimes he takes bath in the sea of beauty. In this way the 

expression of beauty, the sense of craftsmanship had expressed in the Mṛcchakaṭika of the 

poet Śūdraka. 

Every śloka of this prakaraṇa charmed the connoisseurs. Rasa is expressed here. It is 

describe in brief about the alaṃkāra and rasa which are used in Mṛcchakaṭika.  So, the 

power of description of Śūdraka is incomparable. The multi-coloured beauty expressed in the 

poetical description of Śūdraka which is appreciable to the connoisseurs who can enjoy the 

nectar like reenlistment of beauty immersing in the ocean of beauty in the literature like 

Mṛcchakaṭika. 
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Structured Abstract: 

Purpose: The purpose of the present study is to review the effectiveness of 

Smart classroom in modern teaching-learning situation. 

Design/Methodology/Approach: The study is mainly analytical in nature. 

The data has been collected from various publications, reports, monographs, 

books, journal, newspaper and internet source etc. 

Findings: The researcher found that Smart Classroom is very effective in 

educational system. But in India this concept is not widely spread throughout 

the country. Only few cases are to be noticed. The Concept of smart classroom 

is Scientific and psychological. So students must be benefited from this 

concept. Smart whiteboard provides the opportunity of joyful learning. 

Originality/Value: In the present study, the researcher tries to know how far 

this concept is student friendly and helpful for educational system. 

Key words: Smart Classroom, Information and communication technology, 

Interactive whiteboard. 

Paper Type: Theoretical Research Paper. 

Introduction 

We know that nation is built in a classroom. Formal education without classroom is 

unthinkable. In the ancient period classroom is “Gurukul” room or under the “Gurukul” tree. 

“Gurudeb” delivered lectures and student learn by listening. There was no any written or 

printed material. With the passes of time the teaching-learning procedure develops gradually. 

In the present days learning is learner oriented. Modern educational system always gives 

priority to learners psychology like as need, capacity, I.Q, etc. and technology also help 

educational system to make learning joyful, scientific, psychological, informative, 

opportunistic.  The concept of classroom changes drastically in modern days. Now the 

classroom is SMART CLASSROOM. In the smart classroom every student has the 

opportunity to access world’s information very easily by the help of internet within the 

classroom. Smart classroom also help teachers to deliver his valuable information with the 

help of interactive white board. 
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Review of Related Literature 

Akcay Ahmet Oguz, Arslan Halit and Guven Ufuk (2015) performed their study on 

“Teachers’ Attitudes toward Using Interactive Whiteboards”. They found that significant 

differences existed for attitudes toward using interactive whiteboard based on gender and 

content area specialty, while no differences were found based on age and years of teaching 

experience. 

Aytac Tufan (2013) studied on ‘Interactive Whiteboard factor in Education: Students’ points 

of view and their problems’ on 202 students in primary school and high school in Ankara, 

Yozgat, Turkey. He found that in terms of gender there are no significant differences. There 

is a clear difference between primary school and high school students’ views about the use of 

IWB. During this study it was observed that students generally had a positive attitude towards 

the use of IWB. Students identified teachers’ inefficiency to use IWB, technical problems, 

insufficiency of e-materials and their wonders about the radiation and eye health as problems. 

Aytekin Isman and co-authors (2012) conducted their study on “Saudi Secondary School 

Teachers Attitudes’ towards using Interactive Whiteboard in classrooms” and they found that 

there were appositive attitude towards using Interactive Whiteboard. But a few number of 

teachers used effectively the Interactive Whiteboard effectively in the classrooms. These 

results indicated that the teachers need a professional development program for effective 

using of Interactive Whiteboard effectively to help them in improving their Teaching skills 

and the students learning. 

Balta Nuri and Duran Muharrem (2015) studied on “Attitudes of Students and Teachers 

towards the Use of Interactive Whiteboards in Elementary and Secondary School 

Classrooms”. The major findings are interactive whiteboards are highly rated by both 

teachers and students. Students mostly prefer the usage of interactive whiteboards in math 

courses, and their attitudes differ across their genders and school levels. As students get elder, 

their positive attitudes toward interactive whiteboard technology decrease, and it has been 

found out that there is no difference between teachers’ and students’ attitudes. 

Muhanna. Dr. Wafa, Nejem. Dr. Khamis Mousa (2013) conducted a study on “Attitudes of 

Mathematics Teachers toward Using Smart Board in Teaching Mathematics” and they find 

that mathematics teachers have positive attitudes toward using a smart board in teaching 

mathematics and they prefer using it instead of a traditional board. 
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Prabhu Mr. H, Reenadavi Mrs.G., Raja Dr.P.Vaiyapuri (2015) performed their study on 

“Attitude of B.Ed. students towards smart classroom in Arni Taluk” and the investigation 

revealed that majority of the B.Ed., students studying in the Arni Taluk, Tamilnadu, India, 

shows a favourable attitude towards smart classroom which in turn gives a very high level of 

achievement for the B.Ed., students in their career. 

Yapici I.Umit. and Karakoyun Ferit (2016) carried out their study on “High school students’ 

attitudes towards smart board use in Biology classes”. They found that smart board use in 

biology classes allows understanding of subjects more easily and rapidly, avoiding time 

consumption and increasing students’ motivation and interest via visual elements. The 

students’ attitude scores did not differ statistically with respect to the variables of “gender” 

and “smart board use time”. 

Objectives of the Study  

The objectives of this present paper are 

 To study the meaning of Smart Classroom. 

 To study the concept of smart class originated. 

 To study the position of smart class room in India. 

 To study the concept model of smart class room. 

 To study the principle of smart classroom. 

 To study the role of Interactive Whiteboard in Smart classroom. 

Research Questions  

Researcher framed the following research questions for the study:  

1. What is smart classroom? 

2. How is the concept of smart class originated? 

3. What is the position of smart class room in India? 

4. What is the concept model of smart class room? 

5. What is the principle of smart classroom? 

6. What is the role of Interactive Whiteboard in Smart classroom? 

Methodology  

The study is mainly analytical in nature. The data has been collected from various 

publications, reports, monographs, books, journals and newspaper etc. Further internet source 

and websites are also consulted for this purpose.  
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Discussion 

What is smart classroom? 

Smart classrooms are electronically enhanced lecture theatres and classrooms. These rooms 

create new opportunities in teaching and learning by integrating computer, multimedia and 

network technology. 

Northwestern University defines smart classrooms as“... technology enhanced classrooms 

that foster opportunities for teaching and learning by integrating learning technology, such as 

computers, specialized software , audience response technology, assistive listening devices , 

networking, and audio/visual capabilities.”(24) 

Origin of Smart Classes 

In 1986, David Martin and Nancy Knowlton were driving through upstate New York when 

David first described a product idea he'd been working on to Nancy. A year later, SMART 

was founded. Originally, the company was the Canadian distributor for a U.S. projector 

company, and revenue was generated through projector sales. That revenue was directed 

toward the research and development of the SMART Board interactive whiteboard, which 

would combine the simplicity of a whiteboard with the power of a computer. 

Smart classroom in India 

Smart class was launched by EDUCOM in 2004. In the initial stages a soft launch across a 

few select geographic confirmed the phenomenal acceptance amongst private schools of all 

categories. At the very initial stage of launch many Indian reputed schools like Takshila, DPS 

Pitampura in Delhi and Cambridge- Chain of schools were the first to adopt the programme. 

It has been now adopted by 1000 schools across India and helps in a rapid transformation of 

moving technology into classrooms in India. (Corporate Diary, 2007) (9) 

Concept Model of Smart Classroom 

The smart classroom is highly technological concept where presentation of content is 

optimal, interactive, convenient access of learning resources. It is also helpful for contextual 

awareness, classroom layout and management. It may be summarized as Showing, 

Manageable, Accessible, Real-time Interactive and Testing, which nicknames "S.M.A.R.T". 

The five dimensions just embody the wisdom of a smart classroom feature, which can be 

referred to as "SMART" concept model, as shown in figure 1. 
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 Showing 

Showing dimension represents teaching information presentation capabilities of the 

classroom, which requires not only showing the contents can be clearly visible, but also 

showing content suitable for learners 'cognitive characteristics, to the learning process to 

enhance the learners' learning materials understanding and processing. The existing research 

shows that: multi-screen display can reduce the cognitive load and improve learners’ 

achievement, Colvin (2007) (8) pointed out that the multi-screen better than single-screen in 

the improvement of learners' achievements; Chen Changsheng (2011) (5)  developed a theory 

of dual channel dual teaching platform, and put forward a twin-track teaching mode. 

Displaying the teaching content by multiple-screen, smart classroom can effectively 

overcome students' thinking discontinuity problem which causes by the single screen.  

Manageable 

Manageable dimension represents diverse layouts and the convenience of management of the 

Smart classroom. The equipment, systems, resources of Smart classroom should be easy 

managed, including layout of the classroom management, equipment management, physical 

environment management, electrical safety management, network management etc. In terms 

of seating arrangement, rows are the typical environment for a teacher-centred classroom 

and/or individual learning. However, this layout severely limits the interaction between 

students, resulting in the students' passive learning (Su Hong, 2003) (19). The layout of the 

Smart classroom should be flexible, diverse, supporting a variety of teaching and learning 

activities, give full consideration to the placement of various devices to improve the space 

utilization efficiency, the design of desks and chairs should consider the material, structure, 

colour and other factors. Furthermore, the desks and chairs must be applied ergonomic 

principles consistent with adolescents' body scale (Sun Shanshan, 2011) (20). 

Accessible 

Accessible dimension represents convenience of resources acquisition and equipment access 

in the Smart classroom, which involves resource selection, content distribution and access 

speed. Chen Shijian (2003) (6)  pointed out that the rich network of learning resources is 

conducive to independent learning, interactive cooperative learning, personalized learning, 

the implementation of educational socialization. In the selection of resources, the Smart 

classroom should be able to provide an equipped with teaching resources to support teaching 

and learning activities, computers, tablet PCs, smart phones, wireless projectors, interactive 

whiteboards. In content distribution, curriculum, lesson plans, teaching content, teaching 
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tools should be able to facilitate distributed learning terminal. The speed of resource access 

and terminal access should not affect the teaching and learning activities. 

Real-time Interactive 

Real-time Interactive dimension represents the ability to support the teaching interaction and 

human-computer interaction of the Smart classroom, which involves convenient operation, 

smooth interaction and interactive tracking. In convenient operation, the Smart classroom 

should be able to support the natural interaction between man and machine, interactive 

equipment and interface with a simple, full-featured, clear navigation, consistent with the 

operating habits and characteristics, touch, visual and voice interaction can improve the 

interaction between man and machine, the interaction tends to be more natural. The Horizon 

Report predicts that learning analysis technology will be popularized in 4-5 years (Johnson, 

2011) (12).The smart classroom should support teaching interaction comprehensively. Keep 

abreast of the topic of student interaction, students' difficulties and problems and to guide or 

help them would be smart classrooms’ important function. Record interactive process and 

timely analyze the data obtained is the main way to achieve this function. 

Testing 

Testing dimension represents perception of the physical environment and learning behaviour 

in Smart classroom. The physical environment factors, including air, temperature, light, 

sound, colour, odours etc, affect the physical and mental activities of teachers and students 

(Li Bingde, 1991) (14).  

Principles of Smart Classroom 

The following are the principles for smart classrooms in terms of arrangement and 

pedagogical configuration which should be considered in order to transform any formal 

learning space into a smart classroom (4). 

Flexibility of physical arrangement  

The arrangement of a smart classroom and its elements should be such that it allows agile and 

easy variations in activities, that is, make it possible to change student grouping, the type of 

resources being used, use of various types of resources at the same time, ICT and non-ICT, 

for different students to carry out different tasks, e.g. searching information, discussing, 

watching a video, etc. Therefore classrooms will be supplied with varied furniture elements 

to achieve flexibility of space arrangement, for instance using movable, rolling desks and 

chairs, or stackable, folding chairs, ergonomically spaces, areas for different uses, etc.  
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Adaptability  

In nature every teacher and every class is different, and that space can be adapted to their 

needs, the concept of smart classrooms includes the principle of adaptability to the type and 

needs of teacher and of each student. Adaptability has to do also with a space which enables 

the inclusion of students and teachers with special education needs.  

Comfort  

A smart classroom is a place where all activities are performed in comfortably –reading, 

watching videos, playing, listening to audios, writing, talking, debating, experimentation, and 

so on.  

Multiplicity  

This principle refers to smart classrooms having features which enable the use of various 

types of resources and stimuli. While teaching and learning, the arrangement should enable 

possibilities for creativity, reasoning, logical thinking, etc., and it should be adapted as close 

as possible to learners’ various needs and learning styles. Thus, it should be an open space 

where we can have access to any source of information, either physical or in digital format 

particularly.  

Connectivity  

The concept of connectivity is two types. On one hand it is required that the learning space 

has good network connectivity, both local and worldwide, to use to the most the potential of 

mobile devices. Connectivity should be wireless, and this is fundamental to maximize 

physical mobility around the space and comfort in using technology. On the other hand, 

beyond digital connectivity there exists social and informational connectivity. Through 

networks, students live connected to teachers, friends, family, professionals and to a large 

number of information sources. This connectivity should not be underestimated by teachers, 

who should explore their possibilities and evaluate to what extent they can contribute to 

improving learning space and learning processes. To some extent this principle can be linked 

to the theoretical framework of Connectivism (10). 

Personalization  

Smart classrooms should allow students and teachers to personalize their environment 

according to their likes and needs. Therefore we are not referring to a standard, impersonal, 

cold environment, but a space which progressively teacher and students should make their 

own, personalizing it by means of activities which support and reinforce learning.  
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Order / Organization  

This is an important principle, even though it is not easy to design, and attain, sustainable 

placing, storing, arrangement and rules of use of spaces and resources available. For this 

reason teachers should carefully consider the order and arrangement of spaces and resources 

so that these are the most adequate for the learning activities that will take place in their smart 

classroom. 

Openness  

This principle denies the concept of formal learning conducted in formal classroom, where 

the teacher presents information and gives a lesson in a transmissive way (15).Learning 

however takes place beyond the classroom space, both physically and virtually, and therefore 

activities put forward for smart classrooms should consider these extended learning places 

and learning times in order to learn beyond the classroom and the class times traditionally 

assigned.  

Safety / Security  

Smart classroom with heavy technological integration require a high degree of security. It 

will have an arrangement which prevents users from having physical accidents and will also 

be safe in terms of access to information and communication technology from the classroom.  

In sum, the arrangement, structure, methodologies and principles of smart classrooms 

intend that learning experience be as likely as people’s learning ways, preferences and styles, 

in a natural way and in a personal space; all this through active participation, 

experimentation, collaboration, solidarity, rapport, creativity, leadership, and so on. 

Role of Interactive Whiteboard in Smart Classroom 

In the smart classroom one of the major and vital components is Interactive Whiteboard. 

Without this board the concept of smart classroom is meaningless. So discussion about this 

component is very essential. 

What is Interactive Whiteboard ? 

An interactive whiteboard is a touch-sensitive screen that works in conjunction with a 

computer and a projector. 

The interactive whiteboard is an instructional tool that allows computer images to be 

displayed onto a board using a digital projector. The instructor can then manipulate the 

elements on the board by using his finger as a mouse, directly on the screen. Items can be 
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dragged, clicked and copied and the lecturer can handwrite notes, which can be transformed 

into text and saved. 

Interactive Whiteboard and Student Engagement 

Learning is the most important things in educational system. In the learning process reading, 

asking question and interact with other person are important way. Current learning theories 

promote student engagement and consider it to be a key component of knowledge 

construction. These learning theories include the following: 

• Constructivism – relies on the learner to select and transform information, construct 

hypotheses to make decisions and synthesize learning through personalizing knowledge 

• Active learning – learners actively engage in the learning process through reading, writing, 

discussion, analysis, synthesis and evaluation, rather than passively absorbing instruction 

(e.g. lecture model of instruction) 

• Whole-class teaching –brings the entire class together, focuses their attention and provides 

structured, teacher-focused group interaction 

In case of computer integrated learning interaction occurs when student sit in front of 

computer. But in case of interactive whiteboard provides large workspace for hands-on work 

with multimedia resources. Having a space large enough for everyone to see opens a channel 

to higher student interaction in both teacher-directed and group-based exchanges – one can 

interact with the tool at the front of the class and everyone can feel involved because of the 

interactive whiteboard's size. 

Benefits of Interactive White Board:    

Interactive whiteboards can have positive impacts on teaching and learning in the areas outlin

ed below. 

General benefits of IWBs: 

• Enable more varied, creative and engaging classrooms (Judge, M., 2007) (13)   

• Increase enjoyment and motivation   

• Students are able to cope with more complex concepts as a result of clearer, more effi

cient and more dynamic presentation (Smith, H., 2001) (18) 
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• Enable teachers to integrate ICT into their lessons while teaching from the front of the

 class  (Smith, H., 2001) (18) 

Benefits for teachers: 

• The ability to save and print what is on the board, including any notes made during  

the lesson 

• The wealth of resources available, the stimulating nature of the presentation and the 

flexibility that the technology offers. (Higgins et al, 2005) (11) 

• The benefit of being able to share and reuse materials. 

• Ease of use, benefit of a tool facilitating collective viewing (Cogill, J, 2002) (7) 

Benefits for students: 

• Increase motivation. 

• Accommodate different learning styles. 

• Quantitative results. 

• More interaction. 

Conclusion: 

Information and communication technology provides revolutionary opportunity in 

educational system. It influences from elementary to higher education in different level. 

When this ICT uses within a class room, the environment of classroom changes 

automatically. For the influence of ICT the concept of “smart classroom” develops. From the 

above discussion it is clear that smart classroom concept is very much fruitful in educational 

system. Now we see the benefits of smart classroom in summary. 

 Improves teachers effectiveness and productivity in class 

 It brings abstract and difficult curriculum concepts inside classrooms. 

 Makes learning an enjoyable experience for students. 

 Improves academic performance of students. 

 Enables instant formative assessment of learning out comes in class. 

 It also enables teachers to instantly assess and evaluate the learning achieved by their 

students in class. 

It is clear that smart classroom has different benefits, but in our developing country the 

implementation of this concept is not so easy. The socio economic condition is not so good 

everywhere in our country. The major disadvantage of this concept is- 
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 Lack of electricity and internet connections in everywhere in our country 

 Another disadvantage is expensive job to set up the smart classroom environment. 

All things have some positive and negative sides but we always accept the positive side and 

try to minimize the negative side to overcome the problem. In the above discussion it is clear 

that the smart classroom is very effective in educational system. No doubt this system will 

help all involved in education as soon as it is implemented. 

Suggestions 

The researcher suggested that 

 To improve our positive attitude towards smart classroom. 

 To reduce the financial barrier as much as possible. 

 Government should undertake the matter to implement the concept in nearer future 

throughout the India widely. 

 The curriculum should be framed keeping in view the application of smart classes 

of teaching. 
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Introduction: 

hmh¿¹l¡J N‰¡dl ¢amL ¢k¢e h¡m N‰¡dl ¢amL e¡jC f¢l¢Qa ; laÀ¡¢N¢ll hË¡þe f¢lh¡l, 1856 

Hl 23 n S¥m¡C SeÈNËqZ Lle z ¢nrL ¢fa¡l L¡R bL ¢amL ¢q¾c¥djÑ, pwú«¢a J pj¡Sl 

fË¢a Ni£l nËÜ¡ BqlZ Llez 1876 H f¤el Deccan LmS bL pÀ¡aL qh¡l fl ¢a¢e 

Lnl£ f¢œL¡ fËL¡n Llez1891 p¡m LwNËpl h¡¢oÑL A¢dhne ¢a¢e AwnNËqZ Llez ¢amLC 

fËbj hÉ¢š² ¢k¢e jq¡l¡øÊ bL S¡a£u l¡Se£¢al j’ HLSe Qljf¿Û£ l¡S°e¢aL hÉ¢š²aÆ ¢qp¡h EW 
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Bpez pwú¡ll f§hÑnaÑ ¢qp¡h l¡S°e¢aL pwú¡ll Lb¡ hmRe, œ²g¡XÑ L¢jnel l¡Sü BCe, 

CwlScl ¢hiš² Ll¡ J n¡pe Ll¡ Hhw j¤p¢mj a¡oel e£¢al pj¡m¡Qe¡ Lle z ücn£u 

pwú«¢a pjå cnl j¡e¤oL pQae Ll¡l SeÉ ¢amL Nef¢a J ¢nh¡S£ Evphl fËhaÑe Lle z 

1897 p¡m Lnl£ f¢œL¡l j¡dÉj Sea¡l jdÉ pQaea¡ hª¢Ü J ¢hË¢Vn Afn¡pel ¢hl¦Ü Seja 

NWel A¢ik¡N NËç¡l qe z HC OVe¡l fl ¢a¢e S¡a£uj’ HL A¢hpwh¡¢ca ea¡ ¢qp¡h 

ü£L«¢a f¡e z 

Review of Litrature: 

B¢j h¡mN‰¡dl ¢amLl S¡a£ua¡h¡c J i¡la pðå Bm¡Qe¡ Ll¢Rz H¢V HLh¡l ea¥e ¢hou k¡ 

BN L¡e¡ hC h¡ fËhå Bm¡Qe¡ qu¢ez V.P.VERMA l Life and Political 

Philosophy of Lokmanya Tilak HC hC a ¢amLl S¡a£ua¡h¡c pðå Bm¡Qe¡ 

b¡LmJ i¡la£u fË¢ra Bm¡Qe¡ eCz Bh¡l S.Sukhi Hl Speeches and Lectures 

of Balgangadhar Tilak hC aJ ¢amLl hš²«a¡ Hhw fËhå pÇfLÑ Bm¡Qe¡ b¡LmJ ay¡l 

S¡a£ua¡h¡c£ ¢Q¿¹¡u plLj Bm¡Lf¡a hC¢V Ll¢ez B¢j ¢amLl S¡a£ua¡h¡c£ ¢Q¿¹¡l pC 

Ae¡m¡¢La Awn…¢ma Bm¡Lf¡a Llhz 

EŸnÉ / Objectives:  

¢amLl S¡a£ua¡h¡c£ d¡le¡ haÑj¡e i¡la£u fËr¡fV M¤hC …l¦aÆf§ZÑz S¡a£ua¡h¡c J ücn£La¡l 

jdÉ L¡e pÇfLÑ BR ¢Le¡, j¡eha¡h¡cl p‰y J BaÈ¢eu¿»Zl A¢dL¡l a¡l Ef¢ÙÛ¢a LaV¡ 

pV¡J ¢LR¥V¡ h¡T¡ k¡h z S¡a£u ¢nr¡ ¢LlLj qJu¡ E¢Qa, ¢amL£u d¡le¡u a¡l Ef¢ÙÛ¢a Lje J 

La f¢lj¡e fËi¡h fsR pV¡J Bm¡Qe¡l ¢houhÙ¹¥ z 

NhoZ¡ fÜ¢a / Methodology:  

HCM¡e j§ma x f¡W¡¡N¡l ¢i¢šL NhoZ¡ fÜ¢al p¡q¡kÉ eJu¡ quRz HCM¡e Case study Hl 

p¡q¡kÉ eJu¡ qu¢ez kqa¥ ¢hou¢V I¢aq¡¢pL J f¤l¡ae l¡Se£¢al pjå£u, a¡C fËd¡ea f¤Ù¹L J 

e¢bl Efl ¢eiÑln£m b¡La quR z 
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Bm¡Qe¡ / Discussion: 

1898 - 1908 p¡m ¢amLl l¡S°e¢aL S£hel nËù fkÑ¡u ¢Rm, ¢a¢e Q¡l¢V ¢houL pjbÑe Lle 

kb¡ h¡wm¡ i¡Nl ¢hl¡¢da¡, i¡la£u âhÉl hÉhq¡l, ¢hcn£ âhÉl hSÑe J S¡a£u Hhw l¡øÊ£u ¢nr¡, 

a¡yl "Swaraj is my birth right and I will have it " E¢š²¢V M¤hC fËQ¡l f¡u Hhw ¢hMÉ¡a 

qu EW, ¢a¢e J a¡yl Qljf¿Û£ Ae¤N¡j£l¡ elj f¿ Û£cl bL ¢h¢µRæ qu k¡e, ¢amLL h¡wm¡l 

Qljf¿Û£ p¿»¡ph¡c£ ¢hÒfh£cl S¡NlZl pju 6 hRll SeÉ Sm f¡W¡e¡ qu z 

¢amL HC pju ""N£a¡ lqpÉ'' e¡jL f¤¢Ù¹L¡a N£a¡l ¢hnÔoZL a¥m dlez ¢a¢e HLC p‰y 

j¡e¤oL j¡eha¡h¡c£, p¢œ²u S£he k¡fel SeÉ LjÑk¡N Ae¤plZl Lb¡ hme k¡l j§m Lb¡ LjÑju 

S£he J L¡S Hhw c¡¢uaÆ ü¡bÑq£e i¡h f¡me Ll¡ z 1916 p¡mC BC¢ln q¡jl¦ml p§œdlC 

C¢äu¡e q¡jl¦m B¾c¡m  öl¦ Llez ¢a¢e 13 j¡p CwmÉ¡ä ¢Rmez HC pju mh¡l f¡¢VÑl p¡b 

ay¡l O¢eø k¡N¡k¡N Ns EW, a¡yL fÉ¡¢lp n¡¢¿¹ pÇjmeJ X¡L¡ qu z ¢a¢e hme k ü¡d£e 

i¡la qh ü¡d£e œ¢nu¡l ANËc§a k¢cJ ¢a¢e pM¡e ka f¡le ¢e z Ahno ¢a¢e N¡å£l 

Apqk¡N B¾c¡meL pjbÑe Lle z ücn£ B¾c¡me ¢a¢e ¢Rme AeÉaj HLSe ¢k¢e ¢hË¢Vnl 

B¢bÑL A¢dfaÉl ¢hl¡¢da¡ Ll¢Rmez ay¡l jªaÉ¥l p¡b p¡b i¡la£u LwNËpl HL¢V AdÉ¡u no 

qu z 

lepy¡ J h¢ˆj ¢hhL¡e¾c Hhw c¡u¡e¾cl fËi¡h:  

i¡la£u lep¡y Aø¡cn bL Fe¢hwn na¡¢ë fkÑ¿¹ haÑj¡e ¢Rm, HC pju CEl¡fl ja¡ p¡l¡ 

i¡la ¢LR¥ ¢e¢cÑø fËcn (h¡wm¡, jq¡l¡øÊ J fl f¡”¡h) ¢nr¡, ¢nÒf pwú«¢aa hn ¢LR¥ j¢eo£cl 

A¢hiÑ¡h OV, HLC p¡b S¡a£ua¡ h¡d cnfËj J ü¡c¢nLa¡l ¢hL¡n OVz ¢amL kqa¥ pC 

pjul j¡e¤o ¢Rme a¡C ü¡i¡¢hLi¡hC a¡yl Efl Hl fËi¡h mrÉ Ll¡ k¡u z 

h¢ˆjQ¾cÊl e¡j fËbjC EõM Lla qu z h¢ˆj àÉbÑq£e i¡o¡u ph fËL¡l N¡ys¡¢j, Aå¢hnÄ¡p, 

L¥pwú¡l Hhw k djÑ n¡Ù»…¢ma ¢q¾c¥aÆl Lb¡ hm a¡l ¢hl¡¢da¡ Llez S¡a£u f¢l¢Q¢a Ns 

a¡m¡ Hhw pwú«¢al f¤el¦‹£he OV¡e¡ a¡yl mrÉ ¢Rmz ¢q¾c¥ djÑl k¤¢š² pwNa pwú«¢a J cnÑZl 

Efl ¢i¢š Ll ¢amL J ¢nh¡S£  NZf¢a Evphl j¡dÉj S¡a£u f¢l¢Q¢al f¤le¤Ü¡l Qu¢Rme z 

¢amL Qu¢Rme l¡øÊ£u âhÉl hÉhq¡l , ül¡S , ün¡pe z h¢ˆjQ¾cÊl BNËq ¢Rm¡ f¢ÕQj£ ¢hnÄh£r¡ 

bL j§mNai¡h üa¿» i¡la£u BcnÑ k¡ i¡laL Bd¤¢eL ¢hnÄ pÇj¡e SeL J ü¡d£e ÙÛ¡e ch z 
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¢àa£ua ¢amLJ ¢hhL¡e¾cl ja¡ ¢hcn£ B¢dfaÉh¡cl a£hË pj¡m¡QL ¢Rme z ¢amL ¢hnÄ¡p 

Llae n¢š²n¡m£ S¡¢a NWeC ¢hcn£ n¡pe bL j¤¢š² ¢ca f¡l; ¢amL ¢hhL¡e¾cl ja¡ ün¡pe 

Hhw fÉ¡¢lp Leiene ü¡d£e i¡lal c¡h£ Ll¢Rmez ¢hhL¡e¾c k n§â S¡NlZl ašÄl Lb¡ 

hm¢Rme a¡l ¢Qq² Bjl¡ ¢amLl à¡l¡ f¢lQ¡¢ma ¢nh¡S£ J NZf¢a Evphl j¡dÉj f¡C z pLm 

i¡la h¡p£l f¤el¦‹£hel k ¢Q¿¹¡d¡l¡, pM¡eJ S¡¢a djÑ ¢e¢hÑno p¢Çj¢ma Ll¡l ¢Q¿¹¡C fËd¡e 

¢Rm¡ z 

cu¡e¾c plüa£ ¢q¾c¥cl °h¢cL k¤Nl ¢Q¿¹¡u ¢g¢lu ¢eu ka Qu¢Rme ¢amLJ a¡yl ja¡ Aa£a 

pwú«¢al f¤el¦Ü¡l  Qu¢Rme, cu¡e¾c pLm fËL¡l L¥pwú¡l L¥fËb¡l Ahp¡e Qu p¡l¡ ¢hnÄL 

BkÑpj¡Sl h¡pï¢j ¢qp¡h NZÉ Lla Qu¢Rme z BkÑpj¡Sl fË¢aù¡ Ll cu¡e¾c, ¢amL kje 

Qu¢Rme, ¢q¾c¥ djÑL pwN¢Wa Lla Hhw HC djÑl Aa£a N±lhL ¢g¢lu Bea Qu¢Rmez 

HR¡s¡ ¢amLl f¡ÕQ¡aÉ d¡l¡u fs¡öe¡ -a¡yL S¡a£ua¡h¡c EÜ¥Ü Ll¢Rm¡, pjL¡m£e pj¡S, 

ün¡pe, ü¡ušn¡pe CaÉ¡c£l fr p¡Ju¡m J c¡h£ fn Ll¢Rm¡ z ¢amL pC pju ay¡cl à¡l¡ 

fËi¡¢ha qu¢Rme Hhw S¡a£ua¡h¡c£ d¡le¡u Qljf¿Û£ d¡le¡l ¢jnËe O¢Vu i¡la£ucl EÜ¥Ü Lla 

Qu¢Rme Hhw j§ma ¢amLC ¢Rme fl¡d£e i¡la Qljf¿Û£ d¡l¡l AeÉaj EcÉ¡š²¡ z 

¢amLl S¡a£ua¡h¡c: 

h¡m N‰¡ydl ¢amLl d¡le¡u i¡la£u S¡a£ua¡h¡c qµR ¢iæ ¢iæ ¢Q¿¹¡ d¡l¡l pw¢jnËe z HC 

¢Q¿¹¡pË¡a ¢jnR fË¡Q£e i¡lal NhÑ J ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLl à¡l¡ i¡laL l¡S°e¢aL Hhw fËn¡p¢eL Ù¹l 

HL¢œa Ll¡l Qø¡ z ¢amL kje f¡ÕQ¡aÉ ¢nr¡ Hhw ¢h‘¡el fËnwp¡u f’j¤M ¢Rme ajeC 

¢hcn£ n¡pLl AbÑ°e¢aL n¡oZl ¢hl¦Ü J plh ¢Rmez S¡¢a, djÑ, hZÑ, ¢m‰y ¢e¢hÑno HL S¡a£u 

l¡S°e¢aL B¾c¡mel Lb¡ ¢Q¿¹¡ Llae, Je¡l ¢Q¿¹¡d¡l¡u H¢V ¢Rm k B’¢mL J fË¡c¢nL h¡ 

djÑ£u fËa£L i¡la£ucl S¡a£ua¡ h¡d EÜ¥Ü Lla f¡lz ka ¢a¢e l¡S°e¢aL i¡h A¢i‘ 

q¢µRme aaC S¡a£ua¡h¡c J fË¡c¢nLa¡ HL¡L¡l qu k¡¢µRm z ¢a¢e HLSe ¢q¾c¥ djÑ¡e¤l¡N£ ¢Rme 

Hhw ül¡SÉ d¡le¡L pj¡S pwú¡ll B¾c¡mel bL h¢n …l¦aÆ ¢caez f¡ÕQ¡aÉ ¢nr¡ a¡l Efl 

M¤h fËi¡h gm¢Rmz p¡w¢hd¡¢eL n¡pe hÉhÙÛ¡, BCel n¡pe, hÉ¢š² ü¡d£ea¡ , pwh¡cj¡dÉjl 

ü¡d£ea¡, ¢h‘¡el Eæ¢a J  NhoZ¡ ay¡l l¡S°e¢aL ¢Q¿¹¡ pwNWel ü¡d£ea¡ pðå ¢Q¿¹¡d¡l¡L °al£ 

Lla fËi¥a p¡q¡kÉ Ll¢Rm z ¢hË¢Vn p¡jË¡SÉl jdÉ bL ül¡SÉ fË¢aù¡l ¢Q¿¹¡ a¡l HC f¡ÕQ¡aÉ 

¢nr¡l gpmz ¢amL je Llae India council Act  k¡ B’¢mL J AbÑ°e¢aL pwNWel 
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fË¢a¢e¢dl ¢ehÑ¡Qel l¡Ù¹¡ fËÙ¹¥a Ll¢Rm a¡ qm  ¢hË¢Vn n¡pel gpm ¢amL je Llae k 

i¡la£ucl l¡S°e¢aL pQae¡l EeÈo Hhw ül¡SÉl ¢Q¿¹¡ ¢Rm CwlScl n¡pel Af¢lq¡kÑ gpmz 

HR¡s¡ ¢hË¢Vn n¡pel SeÉ i¡la l¡S°e¢aL J BCeNa d¡le¡ fËn¡p¢eL ¢ÙÛla¡ L«¢o, h¡¢eSÉ, 

hÉhp¡, M¢e J ¢nr¡l f¢lL¡W¡j¡ Ns EWRz pwh¡cj¡dÉjl ü¡d£ea¡L ¢a¢e AaÉ¿¹ …l¦aÆ ¢cae 

Lee¡ a¡l d¡le¡ ¢Rm HC j¡dÉjC i¡lal S¡a£ua¡h¡c£ ¢Q¿¹¡L EŸ£ç Lla f¡lhz ¢a¢e ¢hË¢Vn 

n¡pe J j¡l¡W¡n¡pel I¢aqÉNa f¡bÑLÉ Ae¤d¡he Lla fl¢Rme z l¡e£ ¢iƒ¡¢lu¡l jªaÉ¥l fl 

¢a¢e hm ¢Rme Je¡l c£OÑ n¡pel SeÉC n¡¢¿¹, ¢elfr BCe Hhw Eæ¢al p¤¤gpm i¡lah¡p£ m¡i 

LlR ¢L¿¹¥ h¡wm¡ i¡Nl fl ¢a¢e a¡l ¢Q¿¹¡l f¢lj¡SÑe¡ Lle Hhw hme ¢hË¢Vn n¡pe Ap¡w¢hd¡¢eL 

Hhw i¡la£ucl j±¢mL l¡S°e¢aL A¢dL¡ll f¢lf¿Û£z f§hÑ c¡c¡i¡C eJl¡S£L House of 

Commons H ¢ehÑ¡¢Qa Ll¡l SeÉ ¢hË¢Vn ¢ehÑ¡QLcl Ec¡la¡, c§lc¢nÑa¡ Hhw ‘¡eL fËnwp¡ 

Ll¢Rme z 

¢a¢e ¢hË¢Vncl, pw¢hd¡el fË¢a Ae¤NaÉ BCepi¡, NZa¿», Ec¡l¢Q¿¹¡, ü¡d£ea¡ h¡d Hhw ¢h‘¡e J 

fËk¤¢š² ¢hcÉ¡l fËp¡ll hÉf¡l M¤h nËÜ¡n£m ¢Rme, a¡C ¢amLl S¡a£ua¡h¡c ¢Rm hc hc¡¿¹ à¡l¡ 

¢ecÑ¢na j¡eh pj¡Sl BdÉ¡¢aÈL ILÉ Hhw f¡ÕQ¡aÉ c¡nÑ¢eL à¡l¡ fËQ¡¢la f¡ÕQ¡aÉ d¡le¡l pw¢jnËe, 

Hl jdÉ ¢amL Q¡l¢V AdÉ¡u h¡ fkÑ¡ul EõM LlRe z fËbj¢V qµR ¢hË¢Vn J é¡¾pl S¡a£ua¡ 

h¡c k¡l p‰y k¤š² BR I¢aq¡¢pL I¢aqÉ, i¡o¡, S¡¢a djÑl ILÉ Hhw l¡S°e¢aL jah¡c, ¢àa£u 

fkÑ¡u¢V ¢Rm S¡a£u p¡hÑi±jaÆ z gl¡p£ ¢hÒfhl fl AeL R¡V R¡V l¡øÊ CEl¡fl j¡e¢Qœ 

Ef¢ÙÛa qu k¡cl i¡o¡ h¡ I¢aqÉ Bm¡c¡ Bm¡c¡ ¢Rm z a«a£u¢V qCm l¡S°e¢aL EµQ¡L¡´M¡ k¡ 

S¡a£ua¡h¡cl HL¢V j§mÉh¡e ¢cL, Qa¥bÑ qm¡ fËbj ¢hnÄk¤Ül noi¡N kM¡e f§hÑ CEl¡f J f¢ÕQj 

H¢nu¡l HLV¡ ¢hl¡V l¦f¡¿¹l OVm k¡ l¡øÊ…¢ml ¢eSl p¡ušÄ n¡pel ECmpel d¡le¡L f¢lØg¥V 

Llz ¢amLl d¡lZ¡ ¢Rm SeNZl jdÉL¡l ILÉ Hhw cnl fË¡Q£e I¢aqÉ S¡a£ua¡h¡cL S¡NËa 

Llh z ¢amL i¡hae k ILÉhÜ SeNZ k¢c HLC l¡S°e¢aL EŸnÉ B¾c¡me p¡¢jm qe 

ahC S¡a£ua¡h¡cl Eæ¢a J ¢hL¡n pñhz a¡l ja BcnÑ l¡øÊ e¡uL q¡m BLhl J ¢nh¡S£, 

k¡cl fËQø¡u S¡¢a, djÑ, fË¡c¢nLa¡ ¢e¢hÑno S¡a£u ILÉl fË¢aù¡ qu¢Rm z 

S¡a£ua¡h¡cl c¤¢V ¢cL - HL¢V hÙ¹¥Na BlL¢V ¢houNaz A¢iæ i¡o¡ A’m Hhw djÑ SeNZL 

HL A¢iæ mrÉ ¢eu ka f¡l k¡ qµR S¡a£ua¡h¡cl j§m Lb¡z ¢amL i¡hae HL A¢iæ 

fa¡L¡, ¢Qq² p¡j¡¢SL J djÑ£u Evphl à¡l¡ S¡a£ua¡h¡cL Bl¡ hn£ n¢š²n¡m£ J Eæa Ll¡ 

k¡hz a¡C ¢a¢e hË¡þe J AhË¡þ¡ecl ILÉL p¤¤cªt Lla NZf¢a EvphL f¤el¦‹£¢ha Llez 
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ajeC ¢a¢e ¢nh¡S£ Evphl Lb¡J i¡haez HC Evphl p¡j¡¢SL J l¡S°e¢aL B¾c¡mel 

j¡dÉj S¡a£ua¡h¡cl ¢Q¿¹¡ hÉfLi¡h Evp¡¢qa J f¢lf¤ø qa z HjeC HL¢V p¡j¡¢SL B¾c¡me 

1877 p¡ml f¤el c¤¢iÑrl fVï¢ja qu kM¡e S¢jl Ll cJu¡ hå Ll¡ qu¢Rm z 

¢amLl ja ¢Rm ¢hË¢Vn p¡jË¡SÉJ ¢h¢iæ ja, cn J A’ml ¢jnËZ kM¡e ¢hË¢Vn n¡pL à¡l¡ 

AaÉ¡Q¡¢la i¡la£u, j¡mul SeNZ BR p¡b BR nÄa¡‰y AøÊ¢mu¡, Bu¡lmÉ¡ä, a¡C ¢hË¢Vn 

p¡jË¡SÉl jae i¡la HL ü¡d£e l¡øÊ ¢qp¡h ¢eSL fË¢a¢ùa Lla f¡lhz ¢amL S¡eae i¡la 

hý i¡o£l cnz a¡l ja ¢q¾c¥aÆC qh pjNË i¡lal HLa¡l fËa£Lz ¢a¢e cM¡me k ¢qj¡mu 

bL LeÉ¡L¥j¡l£ fkÑ¿¹ HL A¢iæ i¡laL fË¢aù¡ Lla l¡j¡ue J jq¡i¡lal Ahc¡e EõMk¡NÉ, 

¢amLl, NË¡j£e ü¡uš n¡pe J üuwpÇfZ̈Ña¡ pðå HL BhN fËhZ ja¢Rm Hhw ¢a¢e L«oL , 

nË¢jL, L¡¢lNl nql J NË¡jl A¢dh¡p£cl HLœ ü¡d£ea¡ pwNË¡j Aha£eÑ Lla Qu¢Rme 

z¢amLl S¡a£ua¡h¡¢c d¡le¡l p‰yC AÙ» l¡M¡l BCe pÇf¢LÑa ja¡jaJ k¤š² ¢Rm¡ z ¢hË¢Vn 

n¡pLcl fË¢a Be¤NaÉl hÉ¡f¡l h¡m N‰y¡dl ¢amLl ja ¢ejÀl©f x- 

i¡la£ul¡ ¢hf¤m pwMÉ¡u (fË¡u HLL¡¢V) fËbj ¢hnÄjq¡k¤Ü ¢hË¢Vn p¡jË¡SÉl qu ms¡C LlR Hhw 

fËQ¥l °peÉ jªaÉ¥hlZ LlR, HC i¡la£u °p¢eLl¡ LMeC a¡cl q¡al AÙ» ¢hË¢Vn p¡jË¡SÉ ¢hl¦Ü 

hÉhq¡l Ll¢e , a¡C ¢hË¢Vn Bjm¡a¿»l E¢Qa Arms Act (AÙ» BCe) fËaÉ¡q¡l Ll i¡la£ucl 

q¡a BCea AÙ» l¡M¡l A¢dL¡l fËc¡e Ll¡ z ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLl¡ Lhmj¡œ ¢eScl pwL£eÑ ü¡bÑlr¡l 

SeÉ i¡la£ucl A¢hnÄ¡p Hhw DoÑ¡ Ll  i¡la£u °peÉcl ph¡ ¢hË¢Vn SeNZl ¢Q¿¹¡L ea¥e M¡a 

fËi¡¢ha Ll¢Rm¡ z i¡la£ul¡ AÙ» q¡a ¢eu LMeC ¢hË¢Vn p¡jË¡SÉl ¢hl¦Ü ¢hâ¡q O¡oZ¡ Ll¢e 

h¡ LMeJ a¡cl p‰y pÇfLÑ QÉ¥a qh¡l ¢Q¿¹¡ Ll¢e z pw¢hd¡eNa i¡h ¢LR¥ B¢dL¡l J p¤¤¢hd¡ 

ASÑe Ll¡l SeÉ Bjm¡a¿»l p‰y ms¡C Ll¡l AbÑ ¢hË¢Vn p¡jË¡SÉL  EvM¡a Ll¡l h¡pe¡ eu z 

i¡la£ucl q¡a AÙ» l¡M¡l A¢dL¡l fËc¡e L¢lm BMl ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLcl p¤¤¢hd¡ qCh z h¢qxnœ¥ 

Bœ²je Llh¡l BN A¿¹aÉ LuLh¡l ¢Q¿¹¡ L¢lh k ¢hf¤m pwMÉL AÙ» p¢‹a i¡la£u a¡q¡cl 

¢hl¦Ü b¡¢Lh Hhw a¡q¡l hm ¢hË¢Vn p¡jË¡SÉ p¤¤l¢ra b¡Lh z 

i¡la£ucl q¡a AÙ» l¡M¡l BCe Q¡m¤Llm i¡la£ul¡ n¢š²n¡m£, p¡qp£ Hhw f±l¦ol A¢dL¡l£ 

qhz Hhw fËu¡Sel pju ¢hË¢Vn p¡jË¡SÉl ¢hfr c¡¢su p¡qpl ms¡C Lla prj qh z a¡C 

i¡la£ucl q¡a BCea AÙ» l¡M¡l ¢h¢d Q¡m¤ Lla ¢a¢e cªt fË¢a‘ ¢Rme z 
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Passive Resistance and Political Thinking:  

jdÉf¿Û£cl AhÙÛ¡e, k¡q¡a a¡l¡ hmRe k pj¡S pwú¡l j§mL B¾c¡meC l¡S°e¢aL ü¡d£ea¡l 

f§hÑhaÑ£ AhÙÛ¡; ¢amL a¡cl HC d¡le¡l ¢hfl£a ¢Rmez ¢a¢e ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLl bL l¡S°e¢aL 

A¢dL¡l ASÑe Hhw lr¡ Ll¡L fË¡b¢jL …l¦aÆ ¢caez ¢a¢e iu fae k p¡j¡¢SL pwú¡ll Jfl 

h¢n S¡l ¢cm a¡ p¡j¡¢SL ¢hicL h¡¢su a¥ma f¡lz gmül©f Kf¢eh¢nL n¡pel Bjm¡ 

a¡¢¿»L qÙ¹rf œ²j¡Na h¡sa b¡Lh a¡yl ja hý Bm¡¢Qa S¡¢aic fËb¡ Bpm pj¡Sl nËj 

¢hi¡Sel A‰y Hhw p¡j¡¢SL ILÉl ¢i¢šz ¢amLl ja ¢Rm p¡j¡¢SL fËb¡ BQ¡l I¢aqÉL 

p¤¤l¢ra l¡¢Mm p¡j¡¢SL ILÉL p¤¤cªt Ll¡ k¡u z 

¢amLl N¡ys¡¢jh¡c J Qljh¡c£ je¡i¡l, a¡l Ae¤Na Hhw Gokhale  J Ranade cl ja¡ 

jdÉf¿Û£cl jdÉ ¢hic pª¢ø Ll¢Rm, jdÉf¿Û£cl ja ¢Rm ¢hcn£ âhÉ, BCe, fËn¡pe ¢nr¡ 

fË¢aù¡el hSÑe J n¡pLcl l¡Sü fËc¡e hå Ll¡l ja Ap¡w¢hd¡¢eL J A°e¢aL L¡S Ll¡ 

i¡la£ucl fr E¢Qa euz ¢amL hmae k Cq¡ A°e¢aL eu Lee¡ i¡lahoÑ L¡e ü£L«a 

pw¢hd¡e à¡l¡ n¡¢pa qµRe¡z 1858 p¡ml Queen Victoria-l pecl L¡e p¡w¢hd¡¢eL j§mÉ 

eC kqa¥ a¡q¡ ¢hË¢Vn f¡mÑ¡j¾V à¡l¡ BCe ¢pÜ euz Hje¢L mXÑ L¡SÑe J  Cq¡L Ah¡Ù¹h J 

hBC¢e hm BMÉ¡ ¢cuRez 

¢amL hm¢Rme k Lord More Hl ja¡ Ec¡lh¡c£ Secretary of State  Hl fr J 

i¡la£u Ef¢ehnl fË¢a pq¡e¤ï¢a fËL¡n Ll¡ pñh qu¢e z ¢hË¢Vn ¢mh¡lm J Lep¡li¢Vicl 

f¡bÑLÉ Lhmj¡œ ¢hËVel Ol¡u¡ hÉ¡f¡lC p£j¡hÜ ¢Rm z Ef¢ehnl hÉ¡f¡l a¡q¡l¡ pqja f¡oe 

Llae Hhw p¡jË¡SÉh¡c£ J Ny¡s¡f¿Û£ Bjm¡cl Efcn ja¡ L¡S Llaez Hje¢L ¢hË¢Vn nË¢jLcl 

¢Lucwn i¡lal p¡uaÆ n¡pel ¢hl¡d£ ¢Rme z 

1896 - 1897 Hl c¤¢iÑr Hhw a¡l flhaÑ£ L¡m L«oL pwNË¡jl pju ¢amL a¡l ¢Q¿¹¡l f¢lhaÑe 

Lle Hhw BCe nª́ Mm¡l fË¢a Be¤NaÉ fËL¡n Llez c¤¢iÑrl pju p¡q¡kÉc¡e plL¡l£ Bjm¡cl 

Apq¡k¡¢Na¡, c¤eÑ£¢a, AL«aL¡kÑL¡l£a¡ J L¥n¡pel ¢a¢e ¢hl¡d£ ¢Rmez 1905 - 1908 Hl 

h‰yi‰y y B¾c¡mel pju k fËaÉr fË¢al¡d pwNË¡j Ns EW¢Rm Hhw ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLl¡ pwNË¡jL¡l£cl 

¢hl¦Ü k AaÉ¡Q¡l öl¦ Ll¢Rm ¢amL HLLb¡u a¡L h BC¢e J AaÉ¡Q¡¢l BMÉ¡ ¢cu¢Rme z 

¢amL Lhmj¡œ j¤Ml Lb¡u L¥n¡pel fË¢a fË¢al¡d Ns a¥mh¡l Lb¡ hmae e¡ z h¡Ù¹h p 
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hÉf¡l fËu¡N Llae z HC B¾c¡meC jq¡aÈ¡ N¡å£l Apq¡k¡N J paÉ¡NËq B¾c¡mel f§hÑAhÙÛ¡ 

°al£ Lla p¡q¡kÉ LlR z 

jq¡aÈ¡ N¡å£ ¢mM¢Rme avL¡m£e ¢hMÉ¡a pj¡S ph£l jdÉ ¢amLC a¡L phÑ¡fr j¤‡ Ll¢Rme z 

Hhw ¢a¢e hm¢Rme ¢amLC Je¡cl jdÉ ül¡S Hl ¢Q¿¹¡ fËi¡¢ha Ll¢Rme ""B¢j ¢heul p‰y 

ü£L¡l L¢l a¡l ¢fËu Ae¤N¡j£cl ja¡C B¢j a¡l jaL cnh¡p£l p¡je fËQ¡l Ll¢R k¢cJ ‘¡ea 

Bj¡l J ¢amLl ¢Q¿¹¡ J fËu¡Nl l¡Ù¹¡ ¢iæ ¢Rm z'' 

1907 p¡ml 2l¡ S¡e¤u¡l£ ¢amL a¡l ¢hMÉ¡a hš²«a¡ "Tenets of the new  Party' a 

Q¡ljf¿Û£cl pðå ¢ejÀš²¡ Eàª¢a Ll¢Rme z pjÙ¹ ¢eu¿»Z Bj¡cl ¢eScl Lê¡l l¡Ma qh z 

¢a¢e hm¢Rme, ""B¢j Q¡C Bj¡l Oll Q¡¢h Bj¡l L¡R l¡Ma k¡a h¡Cll k L¡e m¡L kMe 

CµR¡ Bj¡l Ol fËhn Lla e¡ f¡lz ü¡uaÆn¡peC Bj¡cl mrÉ Hhw fËn¡pe k¿»l Efl pÇfZ̈Ñ 

¢eu¿»eQ¡C Bjl¡ ¢hc¢n n¡pLl q¡a HLSe Ll¢eL Hhw ücn£l Efl AaÉ¡Q¡ll HL¢V CµR¡ 

k¿» f¢lZa qu¢Rz '' h¡mN‰y¡dl ¢amL a¡l fËaÉr fË¢al¡d pwNË¡jL HCi¡h p§œ¡¢ua LlRe z 

""e§ae f¡¢VÑ Q¡u i¡lah¡p£ q©cuwNj Ll¦L k cnl i¢hoÉv a¡q¡cl q¡a BRz k¢c a¡l¡ j¤š² 

qa Q¡u j¤š² qh ea¥h¡ eu z AeL q¡a AÙ» a¥mh¡l fËu¡Se h¡d LlRe e¡z Bfe¡l q¡a 

p¢œ²u fË¢al¡d L¢lh¡l rja¡ e¡ b¡L¡l AbÑC qm Bf¢e ¢eSü¡bÑ f¢laÉ¡N Lla f¡le¢e Hhw 

¢hcn£ n¡pLl à¡l¡ n¡¢pa qh¡l fËQø¡u pq¡ua¡ c¡e LlRez HC hSÑe k¡q¡ flhaÑ£a l¡S°e¢aL 

B¾c¡me fkÑh¢pa qCu¡Rz Bjl¡ a¡cl l¡Sü pwNËq Hhw n¡¢¿¹ hS¡u l¡Ma p¡q¡kÉ Llh e¡ z 

cnl A¾cl J h¡¢ql i¡la£ucl lš² J AbÑ ¢cu ¢hË¢Vncl k¤Ü Lla p¡q¡kÉ Llhe¡ z Bj¡cl 

Efl ¢hË¢Vncl AeÉ¡u BCe hÉhÙÛ¡ Bjl¡ j¡ehe¡, Bj¡cl ¢eSü ¢hQ¡l hÉhÙÛ¡ b¡Lh Hhw kMe 

fËu¡Se qh aMe Bjl¡ l¡Sü chz Bfe¡l¡ k¢c HC fcrf …¢m ILÉhÜ i¡h NËqZ Lla 

f¡le ahC BN¡j£L¡m Bfe¡l¡ j¤š² qhe z'' 

1914 p¡m  Sm bL j¤š² qh¡l fl N‰¡dl ¢amL hm¢Rme k ¢a¢e ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLl ¢hl¦Ü 

¢hâ¡q O¡oZ¡ Lle¢e, ¢a¢e ¢hË¢Vn  n¡pel p‰ i¡lal pÇfLÑ ¢V¢Lu l¡Ma Qu¢Rme k¡ 

i¢hoÉa Common wealth of Nation  H f¢lh¢aÑa qhz i¡lal °hc¢nL Hhw fË¢alr¡ 

hÉhÙÛ¡ ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLl ašÄ¡hd¡e b¡Lh Hhw cn£u plL¡lL Nea¡¢¿»L qa qhz ¢amL hm¢Rme 

k p¡jË¡SÉ ¢h¢iæ Awn ¢hiš² qJu¡l HLj¡œ L¡le L¾cÊl AaÉ¡Q¡l£ Hhw AeÉ¡u n¡pe z ¢a¢e 

je Llae rja¡ pj¡Sl ¢eQ¥Ù¹l ¢hÙ¹¡l L¢lm p¡jË¡SÉ ¢hM¢äa qu e¡ z 
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fËbj ¢hnÄjq¡k¤Ül pju Ef¢ehn …¢m ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLl f¡n bLC ms¡C LlRz a¡C ¢a¢e Bn¡ 

Ll¢Rme n¡pL Hhw Ef¢ehn …¢ml jdÉ HL¢V i¡m¡ h¡T¡ fs¡l pª¢ø quR HC SeÉC 

Ef¢ehn …¢m p¡ušÄ n¡pel A¢dL¡l f¡Ju¡l k¡NÉz ¢amL ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLcl HL¢V f¤l¡e¡ c¡¢hl 

pÇfZ̈Ñ ¢hl¡d£ ¢Rme, kM¡e ¢hË¢Vnl¡ hm¢Rm i¡la£ul¡ rja¡ qÙ¹¡¿¹ll SeÉ M¤hC Ak¡NÉ z ¢a¢e 

¢hnÄ¡p Llae k, i¡la£ul¡ l¡S°e¢aL ¢cL bL M¤hC pQae qu EWRz k¢c a¡ e¡ qu a¡l 

SeÉ i¡la£ul¡ c¡u£ eu, c¡u£ ¢hË¢Vn n¡pL z 

h¡mN‰¡dl ¢amL jdÉf¿Û£cl Bhce ¢ehce, fË¡bÑe¡l f¢lhaÑ fËaÉr l¡S°e¢aL pwNË¡jl fb 

ANËpl qh¡l SeÉ Ae¤fË¡¢ea Ll¢Rmez ¢amL ¢hnÄ¡p Llae k ¢iæ p¡j¡¢SL I¢aq¡¢pL Hhw 

l¡S°e¢aL fËr¡fV, l¡S°e¢aL fb J jal ¢iæ ¢iæ AbÑ qu , a¡l d¡le¡u ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLl L¡R 

pj¡S p¡w¢hd¡¢eL J BCe¢pÜ a¡C Bh¡l ¢hË¢Vncl L¡R A°e¢aL J Ak±¢š²Lz plL¡ll 

BCed¡l¡ j§mÉ¡ue Lla öd¤j¡œ ¢hË¢Vn pw¢hd¡e J BCe Ae¤p¡l£ qh e¡ z a¡q¡L j¡e¢hLJ qa 

qh z AeÉ¡u J A°e¢aL BCel fË¢al¡d Ll¡l SeÉ j¡e¤ol A¢dL¡l b¡L¡ E¢Qa HV¡C LaÑhÉ z 

S¡a£u ¢nr¡ / National Education: 

h¡mN‰¡ dl ¢amLl ja Lhm j¡œ fsa J ¢mMa S¡emC fËL«a ¢nr¡ m¡i qu e¡ z A¢i‘a¡ 

bL k¡ nM¡ k¡u a¡C qµR Bpm ¢nr¡z HC ¢nr¡ hC h¡ AeÉ L¡e j¡dÉj à¡l¡ qa f¡l z 

Bj¡cl fË¢a¢V L¡SC ¢nr¡l fËu¡Se BRz HLSe p¤¤e¡N¢lL qJu¡l SeÉ Bj¡cl ¢nr¡l 

fËu¡Se z HL¢V cn, k¡l p¡j¡¢SL J l¡S°e¢aL ¢nr¡ eC, pC cnl Eæ¢a Apñhz ¢hË¢Vn 

n¡pLhNÑ C¢”¢eu¡l X¡š²¡l Hhw Ll¢eL °al£ Lla Qu ¢Rme a¡l SeÉ pClLjC ú¥m J fË¢aù¡ 

Ll¢Rme z HC ph ú¥m bL ¢nr¡ NËqZ Ll¡l fl R¡œl¡ Q¡L¢lLC fn¡ ¢qp¡h NËqZ Lla Hhw 

¢hË¢Vncl ph¡u ¢eu¡¢Sa qaez ¢amL hm¢R me p¤¤e¡N¢lLšÄl SeÉ ¢nr¡ ¢hi¡N ¢eu¿»el c¡¢uaÆ 

i¡la£ucl q¡a b¡L¡ E¢Qa z HC L¡leC ¢nr¡ hÉhÙÛ¡l pwú¡l M¤hC fËu¡Se z Bj¢lL¡u Qa¥bÑ 

J f’j nËe£l R¡œcl ü¡d£ea¡ pwNË¡jl C¢aq¡p fs¡e¡ qu z B¢n eîC hRl BN S¡jÑ¡¢el p‰y 

CwmÉ¡äl k¤Ül SeÉ S¡jÑ¡¢el ¢nÒfl M¤h r¢a qu z ¢L¿¹¥ S¡jÑ¡e plL¡l avre¡v °h‘¡¢eL , 

L¡¢lNl£ ¢nr¡ cn Q¡m¤ Ll¢Rm z HCi¡h S¡jÑ¡¢e hÉhp¡ J h¡¢eSÉ Ha Eæ¢a LlR z 

¢amL hm¢Rme k i¡la£ul¡ ¢hË¢Vn plL¡lL ¢eu¢ja Ll fËc¡e Llz f¢lhaÑ i¡la£ucl Eæ¢al 

hcm a¡cl f‰¥y Ll l¡M¡C ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLcl HLj¡œ mr qu c¡¢su¢Rmz f¢lno a¡C ¢a¢e p¢WL 
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¢nr¡l SeÉ cnhÉ¡f£ S¡a£u ú¥m fË¢aù¡ Ll¡l fr ja ¢cu¢Rme z HC ph S¡a£u ú¥m ¢nr¡l 

d¡l¡L ¢a¢e Q¡l i¡N i¡N Lle z 

djÑ£u ¢nr¡: AeÉ¡u L¡kÑ bL c¤l b¡L¡l SeÉ k EµQe£¢a-h¡dl clL¡l a¡ Lhm djÑ£u ¢nr¡ 

bLC f¡Ju¡ k¡u ; ¢a¢e hm¢Rme k ¢q¾c¥ djÑC HLj¡œ djÑ k¡ AeÉ djÑ£u¢hnÄ¡pL pqÉ Ll¡l h¡aÑ¡ 

cu ;¢a¢e Qu¢Rme HC ph S¡a£u ú¥m ¢q¾c¥cl ¢q¾c¥aÆ J j¤pmj¡ecl Cpm¡j djÑ pðå fs¡öe¡ 

Ll¡e¡ Hhw  HLC p¡b rj¡ Hhw AeÉ djÑl fË¢a pq¡e¤ï¢a n£m qu JW¡l ¢nr¡ cJu¡ E¢Qa z  

¢hcn£ i¡o¡¢nr¡: ¢amLl ja i¡la£u R¡œcl bL ¢hcn£ ¢nr¡l h¡T¡ Lj¡e¡ E¢Qaz haÑj¡e 

k i¡la£u ¢LR¥ Cwl¡S£ hma J ¢mMa f¡l a¡LC ¢n¢ra hm BMÉ¡ cJu¡ qu z ¢hcn£ i¡o¡u 

, k ¢nr¡ ASÑe Lla Bj¡cl 20 hRl pju m¡N pC ¢nr¡ cn£u i¡o¡u Bjl¡ 7 bL 8 

hRlC ASÑe Lla prj qC z ¢a¢e Cwl¡S£ i¡o¡L B¢hnÉL i¡o¡l f¢lhaÑ I¢µRL i¡o¡ ¢qp¡h 

cMa Qu¢Rme z 

L¡¢lNl£ ¢nr¡: S¡jÑ¡¢e J ¢hËVe ú¥m…¢ma L¡¢lNl£ ¢nr¡ cJu¡ qu z Ec¡qlZ ül¦f ¢a¢e 

BMQ¡ol Lb¡ EõM LlRe z ¢a¢e fËj¡e LlRe  k j¢ln¡p bL k ¢Q¢e i¡la Bjc¡¢e Ll¡ 

qu jq¡l¡øÊl L¡lM¡e¡a J pC pjj¡el ¢Q¢e fËÙ¹¥a Ll¡ pñh k¡q¡a pC pju fË¢ahRl 6 L¡¢V 

V¡L¡ pwl¢ra qh z k¢c ¢hË¢Vn plL¡ll Efl Q¡f pª¢ø Ll¡ k¡u HLj¡œ aMeC L¡¢lNl£ ¢nr¡l 

p¤¤gm i¡la£ul¡ f¡h ,  

l¡S°e¢aL ¢nr¡: l¡S°e¢aL ¢nr¡ Bj¡cl cn plL¡l£ ¢nr¡uae cJu¡ qu e¡ z R¡œcl h¡T¡ 

E¢Qa l¡e£l Bcne¡j¡C qµR Bj¡cl A¢dL¡ll ¢i¢š fËÙ¹lz ¢hË¢Vn plL¡l Bj¡cl k¤h pj¡SL 

h¢’a Ll¡l Qø¡ Llez c¡c¡i¡C e±l¢S 50 hRll Efl c£OÑ fËQø¡ Ll k¡ fËj¡e LlRe a¡ 

Bj¡cl R¡œcl al¦Z hupC Efm¢ì Lla qh z k¢c HC l¡S°e¢aL ¢nr¡ al¦Z hup R¡œcl 

jdÉ fËhn Ll a¡l fËi¡h c£OÑÙÛ¡u£ qu z k¡ hªÜ AhÙÛ¡u HLh¡lC Apñhz a¡C HC l¡S°e¢aL 

¢nr¡ ú¥mC cJu¡ E¢Qaz fË¢a hRl 30 bL 40 L¡¢V V¡L¡ l¡Sü ¢qp¡h ¢hcn£ n¡pLl qÙ¹Na 

qu z ¢L¿¹¥ a¡l j§mÉ i¡la£ul¡ ¢LR¥C i¡N Lle¡ z hlw i¡la ¢ce ¢ce c¢lâ bL c¢lâal qu 

z AdÉ¡fL ¢hSu f¤lLl-Hl ja¡ ¢nr¡¢hc HC ¢nr¡l SeÉ S£he EvpNÑ LlRez ¢nr¡¢hcl¡ 

a¡cl ¢nr¡ J A¢i‘a¡ ¢cu R¡œcl p¡q¡kÉ Lle z k¢c i¢hoÉa fËSeÈ i¡m¡ b¡L Hhw 

l¦¢Sl¡SN¡l ASÑe Lla Hhw p¤¤ÙÛ e¡N¢lL ¢qp¡h fË¢a¢øa qa pjbÑ qu , ah pj¡Sl pLmlC 

j‰ym qu z k¢c plL¡l HC ¢nr¡l fËhaÑe e¡ Ll, ah Bj¡cl ¢eSl Qø¡u  HC ¢nr¡l hÉhÙÛ¡ 
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Ll¡ E¢Qaz HC SeÉ cªt CµR¡ b¡L¡ clL¡lz plL¡ll iu Bj¡cl HC ¢nr¡l fËQø¡ bL ¢hla 

b¡L¡ E¢Qa eu Hhw Bj¡cl BaÈ¢eu¿»e h¡ ü¡ušn¡pel A¢dL¡l eC hm Bjl¡ HC ¢nr¡ 

f¡¢µRe¡ a¡C Bj¡cl Afr¡ e¡ Ll HC l¡S°e¢aL ¢nr¡ HMeC f¡Ju¡l SeÉ Qø¡ Ll¡ E¢Qa z 

Efpwq¡l:  

¢amLl S¡a£ua¡h¡c£ ¢Q¿¹¡ ¢Rm ¢iæ ¢iæ ¢Q¿¹¡d¡l¡ pw¢jnËZl gpm z HC ¢Q¿¹¡ pË¡a , fË¡Q£e 

i¡la£u NhÑ J ¢hË¢Vn n¡pLl à¡l¡ HL¢œa Ll¡l Qø¡ ¢jn NR z ay¡l L¡R S¡a£ua¡h¡c J 

fË¡c¢nLa¡ HL¡L¡l qu k¡¢µRm z ¢a¢e je Llae k pwh¡cj¡dÉjl ü¡d£ea¡l j¡dÉj 

S¡a£ua¡h¡c£ ¢Q¿¹¡l ¢hL¡n pñh z ¢a¢e S¡a£ua¡h¡c£ ¢Q¿¹¡d¡l¡u I¢aq¡¢pL I¢aqÉ, i¡o¡, S¡¢a, djÑ£u 

ILÉ, l¡S°e¢aL jah¡c fËi«¢al EõMk¡NÉ Ahc¡el Lb¡ EµQ¡¢la LlRe z a¡lfl ¢a¢e S¡a£u 

p¡hÑi±jaÆl d¡lZ¡ Hhw l¡S°e¢aL ¢Q¿¹¡l ¢hou BNËq£ qe z no ¢a¢e ü¡ušÄn¡pel ¢Q¿¹¡L 

pÇj¥M ¢eu Bpe z S¡a£ua¡h¡cl c¤¢V ¢cL ¢houNa J hÙ¹¥Na L ¢a¢e EõMk¡NÉi¡h ¢eu 

Bpe z ay¡l ja A¢iæa¡ S¡a£ua¡h¡cL BlJ n¢š²n¡m£ Llh z a¡C ¢a¢e hË¡þZ J AhË¡þel 

jdÉ ILÉ ÙÛ¡fel SeÉ Nef¢a Evphl fËQme Lle z fË¡L-fËbj ¢hnÄk¤ÜL¡m , ¢amLl 

S¡a£ua¡h¡c£ ¢Q¿¹¡d¡l¡u Ae¤n£mela ¢Q¿¹¡¢hcÚcl , fËQ¥l Evp¡q J Eà¤Ü Lla p¡q¡kÉ LlR z ay¡l 

¢Q¿¹¡d¡l¡u ¢LR¥V¡ eljf¿Û¡l Bi¡o cM¡ NmJ a¡ ¢L¿¹¥ k¤N¡fk¡N£ ¢Rm z  
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 HC fËhå¢Vl j§m EŸnÉ qm¡ ¢hi¢̈aiöZ h¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡ul EfeÉ¡p "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'L 

HC Bm¡Qe¡u Literary text ¢qp¡h NËqZ Ll a¡l Performance H 
paÉ¢Sv l¡u L«a "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'l a¥me¡j§mL Bm¡Qe¡u ¢jm-A¢jml ¢cL¢V a¥m 
dl HC c¤C L¡mSu£ pª¢øl j±¢mLa¡l på¡e z 
 

 p¡¢qaÉ J Qm¢µQœ -- c¤¢V ¢iæ j¡dÉj qmJ Eiul Ni£l pwk¡NL Aü£L¡l Ll¡l 
euz S£heL EfLlZ Ll pª¢ø qu p¡¢qaÉ z Qm¢µQœJ zBh¡l p¡¢qaÉL AhmðZ Ll 
°al£ quR ASpË Qm¢µQœ zBSJ qµR , i¢hoÉaJ qh z Hrœ EÒV¡ fbl cªø¡¿¹ 
¢L¿¹¥ eC zHC Bm¡Qe¡u HC ¢hou…¢m fËd¡e eu za¥me¡j§mL fÜ¢al j¡dÉj EfeÉ¡p 
"fbl fy¡Q¡m£' J Qm¢µQœ "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ ': pÇfLÑl Ni£la¡L ¢eZÑu Ll¡ HC 
Bm¡Qe¡l mrÉz 

 
 EfeÉ¡p "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ ' lQe¡l fl KfeÉ¡¢pLl i¡he¡u HC ¢pÜ¡¿¹ L¡S Ll¢Rm, 

HC EfeÉ¡p Qm¢µQœ l©f cJu¡ pñh eu; Literary text "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'l k 
L¡e¡ Performance -- e¡VL, k¡œ¡ h¡ Qm¢µQœ l©f fa f¡l e¡z 1 eiðl, 
1950 p¡m ¢hï¢aiöZl jªaÉ¥ qu z ay¡l jªaÉ¥l fl ¢hi¢̈aiöZl f¢lh¡lJ 
KfeÉ¡¢pLl i¡he¡L jkÑ¡c¡ ¢cu Qm ¢Rme z H¢fËm, 1954 p¡m paÉ¢Sv l¡u 
¢hi¢̈aiöZl faÀ£ lj¡ ch£l L¡R Qm¢µQœ l©fc¡el Ae¤j¢a Bc¡u Llme zay¡l 
p‰ ¢QœüšÄl Q¥¢š² ü¡r¢la quz pC p§œ Bj¡cl Ae¤på¡e EfeÉ¡p  "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 
'l L¡¢qe£L LaV¡ Qm¢µQœ dla fl¢Rme paÉ¢Sv l¡u z 

 
 1929 ¢MËØV¡ë NË¿Û¡L¡l fËL¡¢na "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'l f¢l¢Q¢a h¡P¡¢m f¡WLl L¡R fË¡u 

fyQ¡¢n hRl zQm¢µQœ fbl fy¡Q¡m£'l k¡œ¡fbJ o¡V hRll z¢hnÄ Qm¢µQœl j¡e¢Qœ 
"fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'l p§œ i¡la£u ¢pej¡ HL¢V ¢hno ÙÛ¡e fuRzAbQ Qm¢µQœ fbl 
fy¡Q¡m£'l ¢i¢š k EfeÉ¡p Ahmðe, pC EfeÉ¡p "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'l Bm¡L HC 
Qm¢µQœL cM¡l Qø¡ qu¢e hmmC Qm zBj¡cl HC Bm¡Qe¡ EfeÉ¡p "fbl 
fy¡Q¡m£ 'l Bm¡L Qm¢µQœ fbl fy¡Q¡m£'L cM¡l Qø¡ z   

 
 1) Literary Studies  and  Performance -- HC ¢houL L¾cÊ lM ¢Qœ ,¢nÒf J 

pwú«¢al EfLlZ Hhw fËu¡Nl rœ på¡e  2) EfeÉ¡p "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ ' 3) Qm¢µQœ 
"fbl fy¡Q¡m£ ' 4) f¡W -fËcnÑel a¥me¡u " fbl fy¡Q¡m£ ' 

 
 
 NhoZ¡ fœ 
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NhoZ¡ fœ / Thesis: 
 
         "Literary Studies and Performance' -- HC ¢nl¡e¡j k Bm¡Qe¡, a¡l 
h‰£u l©f¡¿¹l "p¡¢qaÉ f¡W Hhw EfÙÛ¡fe¡ 'L NËqZ Llm je qu AbÑl M¤h HLV¡ ¢hQÉ¥¢a qu e¡ 
z "Literary Studies' -- HC në °àal AbÑ ¢eu ¢haLÑ e¡ b¡LmJ h¡ h¤Ta Ap¤¤¢hd¡ e¡ 
qmJ pwnul pñ¡he¡ b¡L "Performance '-Hl B¢id¡¢eL AbÑ : 
 
Performance  =   ¢ehÑ¡q, pÇf¡ce, LjÑ¢p¢Ü, L¡Sl i¡m¡j¾c ¢hQ¡l  
                   Ae¤ù¡e,fËcnÑe  
                   Hhw  
                   haÑj¡e fËQ¢ma AbÑ "A¢ieu'z 
 
fËnÀ S¡N "Literary Studies'-Hl p‰ "Performance' - Hl L£ pÇfLÑ ? AhnÉC HL 
Afll f¢lf§lL, ¢L¿¹¥ ph p¡¢qaÉ f¡W h¡ V„V phpju A¢ieu h¡ EfÙÛ¡fe k¡NÉ qu EWa f¡l 
e¡ z Bh¡l k¢c p¡¢qaÉC e¡ b¡L ah A¢ieu h¡ EfÙÛ¡fe Lje Ll pñh !prœ L¡e¡ e¡ 
L¡e¡ i¡h "Performance'L ¢eiÑl Lla qu "Literary Studies'-Hl Efl z  
 
    HC ¢hou¢VL HLV¥ hÉ¡fLi¡h cMa Q¡C: "p¡¢qaÉ'Hl hcm a¡C Bjl¡ "pª¢ø' në¢V hÉhq¡l 
Ll¢R z pLmC S¡¢e k L¡e¡ pª¢øl Evp Hhw EfLlZ fËL«¢a SNv Hhw j¡eh SNv z a¡qm 
fËL«¢a SNv Hhw j¡eh SNv pQe Ll k¡ ¢LR¥ pª¢ø qu a¡l EfÙÛ¡fe Lje i¡h OV ? Lje 
i¡h R¡f¡l Arl mM¡ Q¢lœ lš²-j¡wpl Ahuh f¡u ? 
 
     HC ¢S‘¡p¡l ¢elpe LuL¢V Diagram h¡ lM¡¢Qœl p¡q¡kÉ eJu¡ ka f¡l: 
 
¢Qœ : 1 
 
                            
 
 
¢Qœ : 2 
  
fËL«¢a SNv                 L¡hÉ-L¢ha¡           Bhª¢š 
  Hhw          p¡¢qaÉ      Lb¡p¡¢qaÉ            Qm¢µQœ           
j¡eh SNv                  e¡VÉf¡W              e¡VÉ¡¢ieu  
                           k¡œ¡f¡W              k¡œ¡¢ieu                              
                           Qm¢µQœl -  

    ¢Qœe¡VÉ                                                   
                                                                           
 
 

nË¥¢ae¡V

n¡l£¢lL 
A¢ieu, 
cªnÉ-fVl 
hÉhq¡l e¡VL 

Raw material Literary text / studies Performance 
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¢Qœ : 3 
       
 
                                                       
 
 
¢Qœ : 4 
 
 
                                                                           
                                               
                                                        
                                                              
                                                  
                                                          
                                                         
                                                    
                                                               
 
-- p¡¢qaÉ bL Bhª¢š, Qm¢µQœ, e¡VÉ¡¢ieu, k¡œ¡¢ieu ¢Lð¡ R¢h bL fË¢aµR¢h "qu JW¡'-V¡C 
"Performance'z ¢L¿¹¥ HC EfÙÛ¡fel naÑ L£ ? L¡e lp¡ue Literary text / studies 

f¢lZa qu Performance-H ! p¡¢qaÉ f¡W L£ A¢hL«a b¡L EfÙÛ¡fe k¡NÉ qu JW¡l rœ, 
e¡ ¢L ea¥e HLV¡ text °a¢l qu ? HC pjÙ¹ fËnÀl p¤¤m¤L på¡e Bjl¡ Literary text ¢qp¡h 
¢hï¢aïoZ h¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡ul EfeÉ¡p "fbl fy¡Q¡m£' L Hhw a¡l Performance paÉ¢Svl¡u L«a 
"fbl fy¡Q¡m£'l Qm¢µQœl©fL Bm¡Qe¡l ¢houl©f NËqZ Ll¢R z 
      
     Bo¡t 1335 h‰¡ë (1928 ¢MËx ) ¢h¢Qœ¡ f¢œL¡u fËbj d¡l¡h¡¢qL lQe¡ ¢qp¡h BaÈfËL¡n 
OVm¡ ¢hï¢aïoZl EfeÉ¡p "fbl fy¡Q¡m£'z Bo¡t 1335 - B¢nÄe 1336 h‰¡ë AbÑ¡v fË¡u 16 
j¡p dl d¡l¡h¡¢qLi¡h ¢h¢Qœ¡'l f¡a¡u fËL¡¢na quR "fbl fy¡Q¡m£' z16 B¢nÄe 1336 h‰¡ë  
(2 Aƒ¡hl, 1929 ¢MËx) l”e fËL¡ne¡mu bL NË¿Û¡L¡l fËL¡¢na qm¡ "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'z pC 
¢qp¡h h¡P¡¢ml L¡R EfeÉ¡p "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'hup fË¡u fyQ¡¢n hRl zf¡n¡f¡¢n NË¿Û¡L¡l fËL¡nl fË¡u 
fy¢Qn hRll hÉhd¡e 26 BNø 1955 p¡m L¡mL¡a¡u j¤¢š² fm paÉ¢Sv l¡u f¢lQ¡¢ma Qm¢µQœ 
"fbl fy¡Q¡m£'z pC pju dl Qm¢µQœ "fbl fy¡Q¡m£' l k¡œ¡fbJ o¡V hRll z 
 
     HC fËp‰ pjul HL¢V L¡La¡m£u ¢cLL ¢Q¢q²a L¢l, 1894 ¢MËx ¢hï¢aïoZ SeÈNËqZ 
LlRe, 1928 ¢MËx ¢h¢Qœ¡l f¡a¡u "fbl fy¡Q¡m£' kMe fËbj fËL¡¢na qµR aMe KfeÉ¡¢pLl hup 
Q±¢œn z aj¢e 1921 ¢MËx SeÈNËqZ Llme paÉ¢Sv l¡u z1955 p¡m kMe j¤¢š² fm Qm¢µQœ 

EfLlZ R¢h fË¢aµR¢h 

Efm¢ì: BdÉ¡¢aÈL j¿»  
j¿» L¢¾cÊL l£¢a, 
BQ¡l 

j¿» B¢nËa 
DnÄll BL¡l 
Ef¡pe¡, f§S¡, 
f§S¡fÜ¢a 

j¿» EµQ¡lZ 
A‰p’¡me, A¢ieu 
p¤¤lpª¢ø: h¡cÉk¿»lhÉhq¡l 
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"fbl fy¡Q¡m£' aMe paÉ¢Sv l¡ul hupJ Q±¢œn z HC abÉJ AS¡e¡ eu: fËh¡p£a "Ef¢ra¡' 
(fËL¡nL¡m : 1328 h‰¡ë ), "Ej¡l¡Z£ '(fËL¡nL¡m : 1329 h‰¡ë), "j±¢lg¥m' (fËL¡nL¡m : 1330 
h‰¡ë)-Hl ja¡ R¡V¡NÒf fËL¡¢na qmJ "fbl fy¡Q¡m£' ¢hï¢aïoZ h¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡ul fËbj EfeÉ¡pz 
Bl HC EfeÉ¡pl Qm¢µQœ l©fc¡el jdÉ ¢cu Qm¢µQœ SNa paÉ¢Sv l¡ul k¡œ¡ öl¦ z 
     
     LE LE Abh¡ HLV¡ nËZ£l h¡P¡¢m BS EµQL¡¢Vl p£j¡e¡u f±yRmJ j¡e¢pLa¡l ¢cL bL 
BN¡N¡s¡ HC SeN¡ù£ jdÉ¢hšl Nä£aC BhÜ z pC j¡e¢pLa¡ bLC ¢eSl rja¡ pÇfLÑ 
Bjl¡ d¡lZ¡q£e, ¢eSl L«¢aaÆ Bjl¡C A¢hnÄ¡p£ z a¡¢µRmÉil Bjl¡C Bj¡cl hma f¡¢l, "k¡x, 
Bjl¡ f¡¢l e¡ ¢L !'z "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'l j¤¢š²mNÀ bLC ¢jn BR jdÉ¢hšl A¢hnÄ¡p, ¢hØjul 
O¡l Bl r¥â n¢š²l hªqv ¢LR¥ Ll gm¡l Be¾c z pC p‰ luR "AnÄjd k‘'H Rs cJu¡ 
AnÄl l¡SÉ-cn eu, fª¢bh£ Sul N±lhju C¢aq¡p p‰£ qa f¡l¡l Aqw z "fbl fy¡Q¡m£' 
Bj¡cl pC k‘¡nÄ; k¡l f¢lœ²jZ cn eu L¡ml fb z HL j¤q̈aÑ B’¢mLa¡l p£j¡ A¢aœ²j 
Ll Qm¢µQœ Bj¡cl B¿¹SÑ¡¢aL Ù¹l p¡h¡mL qu JW¡J HC "fbl fy¡Q¡m£'l j¡dÉj  z 
 
    1992 p¡m paÉ¢Sv l¡u'Hl jªaÉ¥l fl, Aˆl ¢qp¡h Bj¡cl L¡R aMe "fbl fy¡Q¡m£' 
fË¡u py¡C¢œn hRl BNl R¢h, pC R¢hl fËbj cM¡l A¢iO¡aL d¡lZ Ll jªZ¡m pe Øj«¢aQ¡lZ 
Llme -- 
 

"....öl¦ quR 1955 p¡ml pC ¢ce…m¡ bL kMe HcnlC HLSe, HL BQjL¡ ¢hfÔh 
O¢Vu ¢cme H cnlC R¢hl fcÑ¡u zR¢hl SNa ay¡l h¡ ay¡cl ¢L L¡e¡ f¢l¢Q¢a ¢Rm aMe ? 
¢h¾c¥j¡œ e¡z ¢L¿¹¥ qW¡vC, HL AOVe OV Nm Hcn z S£hel Af§hÑ j¡d¤kÑ g¥V EWm R¢hl 
fcÑ¡uz' 
 
     h¢qhÑ¡P¡¢ml L¡R fbl fy¡Q¡m£ HLV¡ "j¡CmØV¡e'z ¢L¿¹¥ h¡P¡¢ml L¡R HC R¢hL öd¤ 
"j¡CmØV¡e' -- HC ¢hnoZ ¢Q¢q²a Ll¡ k¡u e¡ z hm¡ Qm HC ¢pej¡ h¡P¡¢ml BaÈf¢lQul 
A¢i‘¡e z gm BS Hhw BN¡j£aJ fbl fy¡Q¡m£ pÇfLÑ L¡e¡ ¢hl©f Lb¡J Bj¡cl L¡R 
ApqÉ z pj¡m¡Qe¡ Apqe£u z Bl ¢hl©f Lb¡ hm¡l p¢aÉC L£ L¡e¡ S¡uN¡ BR, e¡ S¡uN¡ 
lMRe paÉ¢Sv l¡u ? ah¤J a¡yl pª¢øl p‰ k¢c L¡e¡ fË¢aa¥me¡ LlaC qu h¡ HC ¢pej¡l 
L¡e¡ pj¡m¡Qe¡ Ll¡l S¡uN¡ b¡L, ah a¡ AeÉ L¡e¡ Qm¢µQœl p‰ eu, HLj¡œ EfeÉ¡p 
"fbl fy¡Q¡m£'l jdÉC a¡ pñh z  
 
     ""Qm¢µQœ "fbl fy¡Q¡m£' bL EfeÉ¡p "fbl fy¡Q¡m£' Bj¡L hn£ BLoÑZ Ll z AeL 
hn£ i¡m¡ m¡N z''  
 
-- HC j¿¹hÉ LE k¢c Lle, ah ¢a¢e pË¡al ¢hl¦Ü qV pÙ¹¡ Se¢fËua¡ f¡Ju¡l Qø¡ LlRe 
hm je qa f¡l z …f£l ja¡ N¡d¡l ¢fW Q¡¢fu pj¡Sl h¡Cl e¡ f¡W¡a f¡lmJ a¡yL 
A¿¹a "Byam ¢nl¡j¢Z' hm cN cJu¡ ka f¡l z ¢L¿¹¥ HC abÉ ApaÉ eu, 1955 -l fl 
bL BS fkÑ¿¹ EfeÉ¡p "fbl fy¡Q¡m£'l p‰ Qm¢µQœ "fbl fy¡Q¡m£'l a¥me¡j§mL Bm¡Qe¡ LjC 
quR Hhw pC Bm¡Qe¡ e¡ qm HC i¡m¡m¡N¡ - j¾cm¡N¡l Efm¢ìl ¢hQ¡l L£ i¡h qu ! j¡e¢R 
p¡¢qaÉ Bl Qm¢µQœ c¤V¡ Bm¡c¡ j¡dÉjz ¢L¿¹¥ Literary text Bl Performance k¢c HLC 
j¤â¡l c¤C ¢fW qu a¡h pC Bm¡Qe¡ AfË¡p¢‰L eu z 
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     ¢hï¢aïoZ h¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡ul BaÈS£hel Bm¡L l¢Qa "fbl fy¡Q¡m£' fyu¢œn¢V (35) 
f¢lµRc ¢hiš² zEfeÉ¡p¢Vl L¡¢qe£ ¢ae¢V Ef¢nl¡e¡j ¢heÉÙ¹ : "hõ¡m£ h¡m¡C' (1 -- 6 AdÉ¡u ), 
"Bj By¢Vl iyf¤' (7 -- 29 AdÉ¡u ), "Aœ²̈l pwh¡c' (30 -- 35 AdÉ¡u ) z paÉ¢Sv l¡u ay¡l 
12 ¢lm, fË¡u c¤'O¾V¡l hÉ¡¢ça ay¡l Qm¢µQœ fbl fy¡Q¡m£'a EfeÉ¡pl phV¡ AbÑ¡v "hõ¡m£ h¡m¡C', 
"Bj By¢Vl iyf¤' "Aœ²̈l pwh¡c' (1 -- 35 AdÉ¡u ) fkÑ¿¹ NËqZ Lle ¢e z ay¡l fbl fy¡Q¡m£'a 
EfeÉ¡pl Fe¢œn AdÉ¡u fkÑ¿¹ Nªq£a quR, a¡J HC AdÉ¡ul phV¥L¥ L¡¢qe£ eu z KfeÉ¡¢pL 
q¢lqll pf¢lh¡l ¢e¢ÕQ¢¾cf¤l Rs Qm k¡Ju¡l fËp‰ öl¦ Ll¢Rme HC i¡h -- 
 
     "c§f¤l HLV¥ Ns¡Cu¡ Nm q£l¦ N¡s¡u¡el Nl¦l N¡¢s lJe¡ qCm z.....' 
 
a¡lfl ¢e¢ÕQ¢¾cf¤l R¡¢su pC k¡œ¡ fb, c¤NÑ¡l pC BNËql -BL¡´M¡l lmN¡¢s k¡ c¤NÑ¡L h¡c ¢cu 
Af¤l¡ Qf hpR Bl j¡Tlf¡s¡ ØVne Rs Qmj¡e lmN¡¢sa Af¤l pC Efm¢ì -- 
      
""I kM¡e BL¡nl am Bo¡t¥-c¤NÑ¡f¤ll h¡yd¡ psLl N¡Rl p¡¢l œ²jnx c§l qCa c§l ¢Nu¡ 
f¢saR, JlC J¢cL kM¡e a¡q¡cl Ny¡ul fb hy¡¢Lu¡ B¢pu¡ p¡e¡X¡P¡ j¡Wl jdÉ E¢Wu¡R, 
pM¡e fbl ¢WL pC j¡s¢Va, NË¡jl fË¡¿¹ h¤s¡ S¡jam¡V¡u a¡q¡l ¢c¢c ke Çm¡ej¤M cy¡s¡Cu¡ 
a¡q¡cl lmN¡¢sl ¢cL Q¡¢qu¡ BR z.... 
 
     a¡q¡L Lq mCu¡ Bp e¡C, ph¡C g¢mu¡ B¢pu¡R, ¢c¢c j¡l¡ NmJ c¤Sel Mm¡ Ll¡l 
fbO¡V, hy¡nhe, Bjam¡u p ¢c¢cL ke Ha¢ce L¡R f¡Cu¡R, ¢c¢cl AcªnÉ pÀqØfnÑ ¢Rm 
¢e¢ÕQ¢¾cf¤ll i¡P¡ L¡W¡h¡¢sl fË¢a Nªq-L¡Z--BS ¢L¿¹¥ paÉ-paÉC ¢c¢cl p¢qa ¢QlL¡ml R¡s¡R¡¢s 
qCu¡ Nm !..... 
 
     a¡q¡l ke je qu ¢c¢cL Bl Lq i¡m¡h¡¢pa e¡, j¡ eu, LE eu! Lq a¡q¡L R¡¢su¡ 
B¢pa c¤x¢Ma eu z...... 
     
      ¢c¢c HMeJ HLcªø Q¡¢qu¡ BR ... 
      

 flrZC a¡q¡l jel jdÉ Ah¡L i¡o¡ Q¡Ml Sm BaÈfËL¡n L¢lu¡ ke HC Lb¡C h¡l 
h¡l h¢ma Q¡¢qm -- B¢j Q¡C¢e ¢c¢c, B¢j a¡L i¥¢m¢e, CµR Ll gmJ B¢p¢e -- Jl¡ Bj¡u 
¢eu k¡µR ......'' 
  
-- pC k¡œ¡fb, Af¤cl lmN¡¢s Q¡f¡ Hhw HC A¢ehÑQe£u Efm¢ì Qm¢µQœ Ae¤f¢ÙÛaz HjeL£ 
EfeÉ¡pl Aœ²̈l pwh¡c'Hl L¡¢qe£L paÉ¢Sv l¡u ¢eu Nme ay¡l fll R¢h "Afl¡¢Sa' (11 
Aƒ¡hl, 1956) - a z 13 ¢lml fË¡u 1 O¾V¡ 38 ¢j¢eVl paÉ¢Sal ¢àa£u R¢h¢Vl fËbj Q¢õn 
¢j¢eVC EfeÉ¡p fbl fy¡Q¡m£l JC no¡wn z Bl Qm¢µQœ fbl fy¡Q¡m£'l no Bjl¡ L£ cMm¡j! 
c§f¤l eu, i¡ll Bm¡ g¡V¡l BNC q£l¦ N¡s¡u¡el Nl¦l N¡¢sa q¢lql Ù»£-f¤œ ¢eu 
¢e¢ÕQ¢¾cf¤l aÉ¡N LlR z NË¡jl l¡Ù¹¡ dl Nl¦l N¡¢sl ¢fRe bL LÉ¡jl¡ œ²j Hp RC'ul jdÉ 
hp b¡L¡ ¢aeSel Efl ¢ÙÛl qu : pM¡e RmRm Q¡M Af¤, L¡æ¡ N¡fe l¡Ma Q¡M ByQm Q¡f¡ 
cJu¡ phÑSu¡l Bl c£OÑ ¢enÄ¡p gm¡ n§ZÉ cª¢øl q¢lqlL ¢eu H¢Nu Qm¡ N¡-nLV k¡œ¡a no 
qµR Qm¢µQœ fbl fy¡Q¡m£ z 
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¢Qœ¡hm£ : 
 
NË¿Û¡L¡l "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'fËL¡nl BN l”e fËL¡ne¡mul ¢h‘¡fe :   
 

  
 
1954 p¡m paÉ¢Sv l¡u J ¢hï¢aïoZ h¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡ul f¢lh¡l p‰ "fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'l ¢QœüšÄl 
ü¡r¢la Q¥¢š²fœ : 
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"fbl fy¡Q¡m£ 'a Af¤l f¡Wn¡m¡u k¡Ju¡l fËÙ¹¥¢a z phÑSu¡ Q¢lœ Ll¦Z¡ h¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡u, c¤NÑ¡ Q¢lœ 
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Aims and Objectives of the Journal  

It’s a blind peer reviewed international level refereed Journal ‘RAY: International Journal 

of Multidisciplinary Studies’ published by Chakdaha College biannually. The aims and 

objectives of the journal is to publish empirical/experimental works that have significant 

contribution towards developing theoretical and practical knowledge in multiple disciplines 

like Bengali, Botany, Chemistry, Computer Science, Commerce, Economics, Education, 

English, Geography, History, Law, Library and Information Science, Management, 

Mathematics, Philosophy, Physics, Physiology, Political Science, Sanskrit, Zoology etc. 

Contributors are requested to submit manuscript as per authors’ guidelines as mentioned 

below: 

Guideline for Authors 

General:  

1. Submit full paper to the e-mail id: library.chakdahacollege@gmail.com.  

2. Paper should be submitted with a ‘Structured Abstract’ (In this format: Purpose, Design / 

Methodology / Approach, Findings, Originality / Value) within 150 words. Authors have 

to mention 4 to 5 ‘Key Words’ should be placed just below the structured abstract. ‘Paper 

Type’ should also be mentioned just after ‘Key Words’. 

3. Bibliography / References should be maintained by APA Style (6th Edition). 

4. The Journal welcomes original Research Papers, Case Studies, Scholarly Articles, Book 

Review, etc. 

5. The email containing article must bear the subject line "Online Submission: Article 

Name". 

6. Article may be submitted in English or Bengali (soft copy only) version with the format 

.doc, .docx.:  

 For English Version: Article should be in Single column, Font:  Times New 

Roman, Size: 12 pt, Line Spacing: 1.5, Word Limit: 3000.  

 For Bengali Version: Article should be in Single column, Font:  Bangla Word / 

Kalpurush, Size: 18 pt, Caption 20 pt, Authors Name 16 pt, Line Spacing: 1.5, Words 

Limit: 3000. 

7. No Scanned images or .pdf files will be accepted. 

8. Papers submitted for publication must not have been published elsewhere, or under 

consideration for publication by another journals, seminars or conferences. Once 

submitted should not be returned. 

9. Table, Chart, Graph should be placed at the end of Text, just after References. 

10. Clarity, grammar, spelling, punctuation and consistency of references should be checked 

very carefully before submitting the paper. 
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Manuscript:  

1. Article should be ordered in the format: Title Page, Structured Abstract, Keywords, 

Text, and References. 

2. Article should be arranged in this order: a. Introduction, b. Review of Literature, c. 

Objectives, d. Hypothesises / research questions (if any), e. Limitations / 

Delimitations, f. Methodology, g. Discussion, h. Occlusions, i. Policy Suggestions / 

Recommendations, j. References (APA 6the Edition style), k. Table / Graph / Figure 

/ Photo, etc. 

3. The title page should contain: Title, Authors / Co-Authors / Corresponding Authors 

Name, Institutional Affiliations, Authors’ email id with phone number and Corresponding 

Address. 

4. The editor reserves the right to modify or improve the manuscript to maintain the 

standard of the journal. 


